Technical Memorandum
To:
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Don Best, P.E.

Date:

March 8, 2019

Subject:

WDFW Minter Creek Hatchery Root Cause Analysis of Backup Generator Failure

1. Introduction
During a windstorm on December 14, 2018, the electrical service to the WDFW Minter Creek Hatchery
was interrupted and the facility’s 350KW backup generator also failed to start. The hatchery depends on
the availability of the electrical system to supply fresh water to its incubators. When fresh water supply is
lost, there is approximately 30 minutes before the oxygen is depleted, causing suffocation of fry. During
this event, there was a period of 3.5 hours when the hatchery was without utility or standby power.
Approximately 6.2 million Chinook salmon fry were lost as a result.
WDFW has contracted with HDR to conduct root cause analysis of the backup generator failure. With this
information, WDFW will make improvements as appropriate to their standard procedures to help prevent
future losses at Minter Creek as well as their other hatcheries.
The purpose of this Technical Memo is to summarize findings from the root cause analysis.
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2. Electrical Power System
The Minter Creek Hatchery receives 480V, 3-Phase, 600A service from the electric utility. This service
provides power to everything at the facility except the two hatchery residences. In 1996 a 125 kW
generator was replaced by a new 350 kW diesel generator operating at 480 volt, 3-phase.
The generator was installed inside what used to be a freezer building in a dedicated generator/electrical
room. Four 12 volt maintenance-free batteries are located on the generator skid and connected in a
series/parallel configuration to provide 24 volts to the generator’s starting motor. A battery charger and
diesel fuel day tank is located near the generator in the same room. The diesel storage tank is located
outside the building.
The generator is connected to an automatic transfer switch to provide backup power to the facility. The
generator may also provide backup power to the hatchery residences through manual transfer switches.

Generator at the Minter Creek Hatchery
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3. Hatchery Site Visit
On January 16, 2019, HDR staff visited the hatchery in order to gather information related to the backup
power system. HDR also attended a meeting at this time with some people from the hatchery operations,
maintenance, generator service technicians, managers, engineering department, and hatcheries union
representative. The staff provided a recount of the events that took place during the power outage.
The staff also made available a generator log book and generator service records.

3.1. Interview Dialog
Below is a summary of the meeting with WDFW staff to discuss the events that took place during the
power system failure and what was done for repairs. The meeting was attended by WDFW hatchery staff,
hatchery management, WDFW maintenance and engineering staff, and consulting engineers.
•

Reviewed hatchery electrical one-line diagram; the most recent drawing is from a hatchery
improvements project in 1999.

•

The evening of 12/14/18 the power went out to the hatchery complex. The hatchery residences
went dark and alarms were received. Hatchery staff responded and found the generator not
running with a number of warning/alarm lights illuminated on the generator panel. To the best of
their recollection there were three lights illuminated on the panel: overspeed, overcrank, and
auxiliary fault. They reset the generator alarms and unsuccessfully tried starting it several times.
A loud clicking sound came from the generator, but it didn’t turn over. The clicking sound that the
staff described sounded very similar to what an engine starter would make when it isn’t receiving
adequate current. The generator made this sound the first couple times that they tried starting it,
but it was silent after that. They checked the main and generator circuit breakers, checked the
radiator fluid levels, checked the oil levels, checked the diesel fuel day tank, and checked the
batteries. The engine block was noted to be warm when the oil was checked during the outage.

Generator panel
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•

WDFW responding staff discovered a burnt starter battery cable. The cable had a big split in it.
They pressed the emergency stop button on the generator as a safety precaution prior to working
on the battery cables. They removed the burnt battery cable. They went to a local auto parts
store for replacement parts and new batteries, while others deployed the gas powered trash
pumps to provide water to the incubation header troughs from the creek.

•

The burnt cable had a 3/16-inch split through it and a big black mark at the battery post
connection. The damage was described to be on the inside of the battery post and the cable
clamp. A portion of the battery post was missing, its molten lead spattered onto the crankcase.
The burn occurred at one of the negative posts on one of the four starting batteries. The
damaged battery was on the far left side of the battery line-up and connected to the negative
cable to the starter. None of the other battery posts or connectors showed sign of damage or
corrosion. When the generators are inspected by the mechanics, the battery cables are usually
replaced if they look weak or worn.

Battery post's molten lead splatter on engine crankcase
•

Further delay in starting the generator was due to an air damper interlock. The Hatchery staff
had installed the new batteries and battery cable, but the engine would still not crank. At this time,
the generator control panel had an “air damper” light illuminated. The hatchery staff were
unaware of the location of the air damper on the engine. The generator will not try to start as long
as the “air damper” light is illuminated. With this particular generator, an air damper on the unit is
closed when the generator emergency stop button is pressed. When tripped, the damper must be
physically reset by rotating a lever on it. The responding maintenance staff learned of this during
a phone call with the WDFW generator service technician. Once the air damper was reset and all
the alarms were reset, the generator successfully started.
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The unmarked air damper lever is in the center of the photo.
•

When the generator service technicians arrived several hours later, the generator was running.
The replaced batteries were still at the hatchery but the cable with the damaged connector was
left at the auto parts store. Serious arcing had occurred from looking at the damaged battery post.
Other than the burnt post, the original batteries were still good; they were fully charged (reading
13 volts on each battery). WDFW responding staff don’t believe that the health of the batteries
was the issue. They believe that the issue was due to a bad battery connection. The original
batteries were closed (maintenance-free type) each with 1,000 CCA (cold cranking amps).

•

The week following the failure, the generator service technician installed all new battery cables.
They also slightly changed the configuration of the battery connections so that the parallel
connection is at the starter instead of at the batteries.

•

After the incident, the hatchery staff has been exercising the generator every week. They had
also experienced another power outage and the generator responded fine.

•

There was about a 3.5 hour period of time that the hatchery was dark until the generator was able
to get repaired and started. The generator ran approximately 30 minutes before the utility power
was restored.

•

The generator is reported to be in good overall shape, and the generator room clean.

•

The generator service technicians check the batteries each time they visit the hatchery. They
service the batteries once a year by checking each of them with a load tester and checking the
connections. They are considering changing the frequency to be every 6 months. The generator
service technicians have typically scheduled starter battery replacement every 5 years. At the
time of this meeting, they did not know exactly when the replaced batteries were originally
installed. The replaced batteries are no longer at the hatchery; they have been turned in for core
recycling.

•

This generator is one of the largest in the fleet at 350 kW. It is a Kohler generator that was
installed around 1996 to replace a smaller, 125 kW unit. It provides standby power to the
hatchery through an older Westinghouse automatic transfer switch. It has the capability to provide
power to the hatchery residences through manual transfer switches. There is not a concern about
the generator capacity to supply power to the required loads. At the time of the power outage,
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there were two intake pumps of 15HP each, three reuse pumps of 15HP each, and three well
pumps of 60, 10, and 7½ HP operating. All well pumps operate at 460 volts, three phase.
•

Before this event, the generator is reported to be operating reliably. The generator is maintained
in-house by WDFW service technicians. They have been making it out to the hatchery about
every year or year and a half to service the generators. WDFW has 80 facilities state-wide. The
generator service technician does most of the state run facilities. Some of the remote facilities are
serviced by contractors. There is some talk about the service technicians taking on some of the
Mitchell Act facilities.

•

WDFW is in the process of purchasing a new load bank that will allow them to run generators at
full load. Right now they are limited to 100 kW load for generator testing.

•

Hatchery staff exercises the generator manually; it is not automatically exercised by the automatic
transfer switch. Prior to the incident, they have tried exercising the generator at the beginning of
each month. Now the generator is exercised every Monday. The hatchery staff maintains a
generator log book that indicates when the generator was run. They also test the day tank, check
the batteries (visual check and hand tug cables), check the oil, check the radiator fluid and record
the hour meter.

•

WDFW is exploring ideas on how to make their generators more resilient. Perhaps backup
battery systems that are available if needed.

•

The generator service technician provided a copy of generator service records. These records
are not all inclusive; there was a contractor servicing the hatchery generator in between some of
these services that isn’t captured by these records.

•

During a walk-through of the electrical room, it was noted that two different types of batteries
were installed as the replacement batteries. When installing batteries in a series/parallel
configuration, all batteries should be the same type and age so that charging and discharging
rates are equal. Two of the batteries were Napa #8465 (with 750 CCA at 0 DegF) and the other
two batteries are Napa #7565 (with 850 CCA at 0 DegF). The generator service technician said
that he was planning on replacing these batteries with ones having 1000 CCA.

New batteries installed
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•

Also during the walk-through, it was mentioned by one of the maintenance staff that during the
night of the failure a loose wire connection was discovered on the generator’s starter relay and it
was immediately tightened.

Engine starting relay, the large brass terminal on the left was loose

3.2. Generator Log Book
The hatchery staff maintains a log book used to record when the generator is run either for routine testing
or when it has run due to a utility power outage. The staff parameters such as fuel storage tank level,
battery charger voltage, generator output volts/amps, oil pressure, and temperature. There were 19 log
entries found for the period spanning the last two years. The table below is a summary of entries related
to run times.
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TABLE 1 - Generator Log Records
Days Since
Last Run

Hour MeterSTART

Hour MeterSTOP

03/07/2017

--

1134.7

1137.8

09/18/2017

195

1137.8

1140.1

12/05/2017

78

1140.1

1142.3

01/10/2018

36

1142.3

1144.7

01/27/2018

17

1144.7

1146.7

02/18/2018

22

1146.7

1148.0

03/19/2018

29

1148.0

1150.6

04/04/2018

16

1150.6

1152.8

05/07/2018

33

1152.8

1154.6

06/06/2018

30

1154.7

1156.6

07/30/2018

54

1156.6

1158.0

10/08/2018

70

1158.8

1160.4

12/14/2018

67

1160.4

1161.0

12/19/2018

5

1161.0

--

12/24/2018

5

--

1166.0

12/31/2018

7

1166.0

1168.8

01/05/2019

5

1169.0

1169.0

01/07/2019

2

1169.0

1170.9

01/14/2019

7

1170.9

1173.0

Date

Comments:

Tree on line (wind)

Wind storm. Power outage.
Generator wouldn’t fire

Power outage Sat Jan 5 at 2:00am

According to these records, the generator was last run 67 days prior to the failure on 12/14/2018. Also,
between 03/07/2017 and 12/14/2018, there was an average of 53.9 days between generator runs. After
12/14/2018, the average days between generator runs was 5.2 days.

3.3. Generator Service Maintenance Records
The generator service technician provided a copy of three maintenance records for the generator. These
records are not all inclusive; there was a contractor servicing the hatchery generator in between some of
these services that isn’t captured by these records. The contents of the records are summarized below:
Work Order: 016113
•

Open Date: 12/03/2012

•

WO Description: MINTER CREEK – GENERATOR REPAIR – The Auxiliary Generator
“mysteriously” is losing large amounts of radiator fluid. There is no visible leaks under the whole
system and or visual evidence of its presence in the crankcase oil. In an emergency we ended up
putting regular antifreeze like for a gas vehicle. Fluid should probably be flushed and replaced
sooner than later. We should add a sight gauge for the radiator fluid level.
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•

Completion Date: 03/26/2013

•

Completion Remark: COMPLETED WORK ORDER

Work Order: 0164049
•

Open Date: 12/27/2016

•

WO Description: MINTER – Generator at Minter needs a new block heater.

•

Completion Date: 12/27/2016

•

Comp Remark: COMPLETED WORK ORDER

Work Order: 0166993
•

Open Date: 03/08/2018

•

Work Order: MINTER CREEK – GENERATOR – Testing and service

•

Completion Date: 03/22/2018

•

Tasks: Change oil. Check battery. Check fluids. Check belts. Load bank test. Check block
heaters and surrounding area for rodent activity.

•

Completion Remark: COMPLETED WORK ORDER. Block heat is working. Machine is in good
overall condition and it is clean. *WORK COMPLETED* Full service and load test.

The generator received a full service with load test approximately 9 months prior to the incident on
12/14/2018. The generator was reported to be in good overall condition and the batteries were tested.
The provided generator service records make no mention of the starting batteries being replaced.
Therefore it could be assumed that it was a minimum of 6 years since they have been replaced prior to
the incident.
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4. Asset Potential Failure Analysis
Weak or undercharged starting batteries are the most common cause of standby power system failures.
Even when kept fully charged and maintained, starting batteries will deteriorate over time. Hospitals, data
centers and highly critical operations typically replace the generator starter batteries in 24 to 30 month
cycles. The battery cables should last the lifetime of the generator provided that the connections are not
cracked or corroded.
Battery failure rate increases significantly with age. Just checking the output voltage of the batteries does
not provide good indication of their ability to deliver adequate starting current. As batteries age, their
internal resistance to current flow goes up, and the only accurate measure of terminal voltage must be
done under load. Battery load testers should be used to verify the condition of each starting battery. The
industry standard for hospitals and highly critical operations is for battery voltage and electrolyte levels to
be checked weekly. Battery load test and electrolyte specific gravity should be tested monthly.
The burnt connector on the battery cable and melted battery post is generally the result of a loose
connection. It is also possible that the root cause failure was the result of a cracked battery connector,
which then melted at the moment of the event. High electrical current from the starter motor combined
with excessive resistance from the poor connection will produce very high temperatures to the point of
destruction. The heat produced at each battery connection increases by the square of the current through
it. Three other battery posts were in series with the burnt post, carrying the same current, but were not
damaged. The loose wire connection discovered on the starter relay during troubleshooting could have
been a contributing factor to the failure, if it caused the solenoid to chatter, but it is not the root cause.

Left to right: small starter relay, engine starter and solenoid
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5. Conclusion
The best explanation of the root cause generator failure is the result from a loose or cracked starting
battery connection. Due to potential for corrosion, vibration, and what can be fairly significant temperature
cycles, generator manufacturers typically recommend maintenance procedures for regular inspections of
all wiring. Battery cable connections may become loose or damaged and should be inspected at every
generator exercise cycle by gently tugging and wiggling the cables.
It is inherent that electrical terminations on hot lead battery posts that are on vibrating engine frames will
tend to loosen over time, so regular checks are recommended.
According to the generator log book, it had not been run for 67 days prior to the failure. With more
frequent testing and inspections, this issue with the battery cable could have been discovered and
repaired under normal conditions.
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SUMMARY OF INCIDENT
The Minter Creek Salmon Hatchery is located on the Key Peninsula, north of Gig
Harbor, at 12710 124th Avenue Court KPN, Pierce County, Washington. The
hatchery was constructed in 1936-37 as part of the Works Progress Administration,
and is operated by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Originally
designed as a research station, the hatchery is now focused on creating
commercial and sport fishing opportunities. Beginning in 1992, Minter Creek went
through' an extensive rebuild, including 21 raceways, a water reuse system, a new
incubation building, and a pollution abatement pond. A series of electrically
powered pumps supply water flow and circulation for the facility. Continuous
flowing and oxygenated fresh water is critical to survivability of juvenile fish.
The facility houses a 350 kW diesel powered electrical generator for emergency
electrical power in the event of interruption of the public utility provided commercial
electrical power. 1 Commercial electrical power is provided to the Minter Creek
Hatchery by Peninsula Light Company, a mutual public electrical utility.
The Minter Creek Hatchery standby electric generator is equipped with an
automatic transfer switch (ATS) to engage the generator and automatically provide
electrical energy transfer in the event of a public utility electrical outage. The ATS
automatically switches all facility circuits to generator electrical power, with the
exception of the two on-site residences. A manual transfer switch is engaged to
supply generator electrical power to the two residences. A 14-zone alarm system
alerts facility employees and management to failure of any of the critical pumps,
loss of electrical power, or fire. The alarm is locally and remotely monitored.
On the afternoon of December 14, 2018, a large-scale windstorm developed over
the Pacific Northwest. Wind gusts were generally in the 45-55 mph range around
the region, with a 62 mph gust recorded on the 1-90 Floating Bridge and a 59 mph
gust clocked on the SR-520 Bridge. Everett had a gust of 55 mph, Seattle hit 54
mph, Gig Harbor reached 53 mph and Tacoma hit 49 mph. Local media reported
upwards to 200,000 utility customers lost electrical power in the region. 2 Peninsula
Light reported 10,000 customers were without power.
The National Weather Service posted High Wind Warnings for the Northwest
Interior for gusts to 60 mph and a Wind Advisory for the Puget Sound region until
10:00 PM (22:00 PST), with winds tapering toward morning hours.

A kilowatt (kW) is equal to one thousand (10 3 ) watts. A watt is the unit of measure for calculating the
power of a circuit. A single watt (W) is equivalent to one joule (J) per second (S),
2 https://komonews. com/news/local/puget-sou nd-storm-watch-over-140000-without-power
1
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Peninsula Light Company reported a loss of electrical power to the Minter Creek
Hatchery at 17:27 PST on December 14, 2018, due to windstorm damage to the
electrical distribution system. 3
Two Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife employees reside on the grounds
of the Mrnter Creek Hatchery. They were off-duty and at their residences at the
time of the power failure. These employees became aware of the power failure by
activation of the alarms. They concurrently observed the on-site electrical
generator did not activate. These employees, and
responded to the Generator Building, with
arriving first. and
noted the generator was not running, and multiple fault lights were ·
illuminated on the control panel. began checking the circuit breakers and
fluid levels of the generator. checked the four storage batteries on the
generator and noted a cable from the batteries and a battery terminal post had
failed. 4 activated the Emergency Stop on the generator control panel to
lockout the system, and began to remove the failed batteries and cable. 5 wife and daughter, non-Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife employees,
were present and assisted him with holding a portable light and looking up local
information regarding auto-parts stores on their cell phones.
believed the cause of the no-start condition was due to the generator
batteries lacking sufficient charge for starting. They considered taking batteries
from vehicles to replace the generator batteries.
noted a "small" wire
was loose from the battery, and the wire was reconnected without solving the
generator starting problem.
and subsequently noted one of the
battery posts had "melted" and the connecting cable clamp was "broken." They
also noted the cable near the clamp was "split."
contacted
, Operations Manager for Region 6, within ten
minutes of the initial alarm and advised him of the situation. 6 She also called the

Peninsula Light Company reported a 3-hour 53-minute outage from 17:27 PST to 21 :20 PST at 12710
124th Ave Ct KPN, Gig Harbor WA. (obtained 03/02/2019)
4 The four 12 volt lead-acid storage batteries were reportedly wired in a configuration to supply 24 volts to
the diesel engine starter of the generator through a single cable circuit to both the positive input of the
engine and negative ground connection. In this configuration, a failure of any component (battery or
cable) would open the circuit and prevent electrical energy flowing the generator starting system.
Subsequent to this incident, the battery wiring has been reconfigured to provide two separate circuits
between the batteries and engine starting inputs.
5 The control panel has an electronic starting/run switch with setting of "On - Off-Auto" Engaging the
Emergency Stop is typically done to "lock out" or prevent the engine from automatically starting while
work on the system is performed.
6 Times contained in this report are local Pacific Standard Time and as reported by the witnesses
interviewed. Many of these times are based on recollection and not recorded . The times presented
herein are as stated by the witnesses. Variances in times from these witnesses are not reconciled .
3
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local fire department to obtain gas-powered pumps to keep water circulating in the
facility. Due to a large number of storm related emergency responses, the fire
department was unable to immediately assist with this request.
made phone calls to various personnel, informing them of the situation and
attempting to learn more about how to engage the generators. These calls
included
from the Capital Assets Management Program (CAMP).
also contacted personnel at Chambers Creek Hatchery to respond to
Minter Creek Hatchery to assist with incident stabilization.
departed Minter Creek with the failed battery and battery cable and
drove to the NAPA store in Purdy, Washington to obtain replacements. remc1ined at Minter Creek Hatchery and _began to set up a portable pump to supply
water to couple of the areas. Shortly afterwards two additional Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife employees,
(Minter Creek Hatchery) and
(Chambers Creek Hatchery), arrived. The group
then attempted to get an additional gas powered pump operational, however
lacked the appropriate connectors for the hose fittings . They were successful in
getting a gravity flow of water to one area.

a

arrived at approximately 18:30 PST. began to set priorities for
the employees present; primarily as fish saving operations as a priority.
returned to Minter Creek Hatchery at approximately 18:40 PST with
the new batteries and cables. began to reinstall the new batteries and
cables. Once the new components were installed, reset the Emergency
Stop control and attempted to restart the generator. The generator would not start
and displayed an "Air Damper" fault light. did not know the significance of
this fault or how to correct it.
A local fire department representative arrived at Minter Creek Hatchery at
approximately 19:00 PST with an equipment truck and gas powered pump. The
fire department did not have any hoses for the pump which would connect to the
fittings at the hatchery. The fire department representative briefly looked at the
generator and could not offer any solution to the no-start condition .
from Chambers Creek Hatchery arrived at the Minter Creek
Hatchery at approximately 1930. began to assist with getting gravity water
flow established and other fish saving strategies.
Electrician
from the Lacey Shop (CAMP) arrived at the Minter
Creek Hatchery at approximately 19:40 PST. noted the generator
batteries had been changed prior to his arrival and the generator engine would not
start. He checked the electrical connections and found a small electrical relay was
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loose. He corrected this, however the generator engine still would not start.
noted the commercial power was still out when he arrived at Minter Creek
Hatchery.
called Diesel Mechanic
at approximately 20:00 PST.
iearned if the Emergency Stop was activated, a reset of the air damper
servo was needed to start the generator engine, subsequently learned the
Emergency Stop had been activated to lock out the generator engine while
employees were working on changing the batteries and cable. Following
instructions from _
,locate~ the air damper servo, reset it, and the
generator engine started. The generator began providing power to the hatchery
and electric pumps.became operational.
· Hatchery Division Manager, arrived at Minter Creek at approximately
20:00 PST. He noted electrical power still out at the hatchery when he arrived.
took photographs of the generator control panel and generator logbook.7
noted "Aux Fail" fault was indicated on the generator control panel. heard mention "Air Damper" in a telephone conversation with _
, and
recalled the air damper reset process from when he worked at Minter Creek
Hatchery many years prior. believes the commercial electrical power was
restored approximately 30 minutes after the generator was started and began
supplying power to the hatchery.
arrived at Minter Creek Hatchery at approximately 20:45 PST and noted
the generator was running reported commercial electrical power was
restored approximately 15 minutes after his arrival. He inspected the batteries and
wiring cables, and observed metal deposition from presumed arcing of the cable on
the painted metal engine surface adjacent to the battery rack. He stated he
observed the battery clamp which went around the post was split, and the negative
terminal post of one battery as "half-gone." Subsequently, observed the
generator logbook and noted the last date to generator engine was started prior to
this incident was on October 8, 2018. 8 He checked the voltage of the "old"
batteries and found all were at 12.8 -13 volts indicated.
and began releasing employees from the incident at approximately
21 :30 PST. Commercial electrical power had been restored and all Minter Creek
systems were operational. Restoration of critical system's occurred prior to
departure.
7

Metadata from the two photos submitted by -

show times of creation as 20:06 and 20:07. (iPhone

8)

The actual logbook shows a test conducted on "10-8-19" with hour meter stop hours of " 1160.4" The
photo taken by on day of the incident, prior to resetting of the air damper servo shows the hour
meter as 1160.4.
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subsequently rewired the generator engine battery system to provide a
redundant power supply to the starting mechanism. He conducted an inspection
and preventative maintenance service on the generator engine and found no
operational anomalies. He also attempted to retrieve the old batteries from NAPA,
however found they were not available. 9

APPLICABLE POLICY
Minter Creek Operations Manual 2018 10

INVESTIGATION
INTERVIEWS

-

· Fish Hatchery Specialist 3, Minter Creek Hatchery

was interviewed on February 20, 2019 at the Minter Creek Hatchery by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian. Ken lsaksson was present as an employee
representative. has been employed with the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife for 24 years and worked at Minter Creek Hatchery for 14 years. He lives in one
of the residences at Minter Creek Hatchery.
was off-duty at his residence on the grounds of the Minter Creek Hatchery on
December 14, 2018. Around 17:00 PST a windstorm began, with trees being blown
down. 11 Shortly after the wind began, the commercial power went out at the hatchery.
He went to the generator building and. met
told him the
generator would not start. looked at the generator control panel, breakers, prime
pump and fluid levels. He then went to the west side of the generator and checked the
four 12 volt batteries. He observed one of the battery cables was split. His wife arrived
and held a flash light, and began to remove the battery cable and batteries. Prior
to working on the generator engine, he pushed the "Emergency Stop" on the control

Per _
, the old batteries were returned to NAPA for "core charge" on December 17, 2018.
The Operations Manual is not dated. Meta data from the document reflects a creation date of
"06/20/2018"
11 Times stated are Pacific Standard Time, and reported as stated by the witnesses during independent
interviews ..

9
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panel to lock out the engine while he was working on it.
took the cable and
left the facility to obtain replacements parts from a local auto parts store.
then began to attempt to hook up two gas powered pumps to maintain water flow
to at least some of the fry rooms.
and
arrived, and they
determined one of the pumps lacked the proper fittings to connect the hoses. They
began unsuccessful attempts to modify a hose to permit utilization of the pump.
returned with the replacement batteries and cable after about one hour to
one hour and fifteen minutes. installed the new cable a-net batteries. He reset the
"Emergency Stop" control. The generator control panel displayed an "air damper" fault.
had not seen this fault light previously and did not know how to resolve it.
Electrician
arrived and could not get the generator to start. began to troubleshoot the issue. ultimately called Mechanic
and
learned about how to reset the air damper servo. The generator started after the reset.
The electrical power came on _at the facility; does not know if the electrical power
was from the generator or commercial power.
said no one at the hatchery knew about the air damper reset until the mechanic
told about it. He also did not know activating the Emergency Stop required the
air damper to be reset.
He believes the additional delay resulting from the air damper reset did not impact the
overall loss. The fry needed to have water circulation restored within a 20 minute
maximum time.
did not return to the hatchery with the replacement cable
and batteries until at least one hour and fifteen minutes from the beginning of the power
failure.
noted in prior power failures the alarms panel would alert, then the generator
would automatically start and begin providing electrical power to the hatchery. The
included the lighting, pumps, and wells. The only manual switching required was to
engage the transfer switches to power the residences. In the past there was only one
circuit breaker at a pond requiring a reset, following a commercial power interruption.
said an Operations Manual was produced in 2018 for the systems at the
hatchery. Prior to this, employees learned the various processes and recalled them
from memory.
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provided the Operations Manual during his interview, and the page concerning
the generator was copied. This full page is incorporated as Appendix 1.12
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Figure 1 • Photograph of Generator Page as seen on 02/20/2019

said the generator was last started prior to the power failure on October 08,
2018. He wa_
s able to produce the log book for the generator and the documentation
shows a test by'
on "10-8-18." The stop hours are indicated as "1160.4." The
subsequent entry contained on the next page of the log book is for "12-19-18" by '
and shows start hours as 1161 . The next entry shows as "12-14-18" and start hours as
"1160.4" and stop hours as "1161." 13

•"

•"

12

This document is discussed in further detail under the Site Inspection element of the report.
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Date:
Initials:

Start Hours: II S't, .~
Stop Hours:~
Run Time: ) • ' ~(,!
Fuel On Hand: I91 ?.,,,.

Fuel Received: _ __
FuelUaed:---1..l....r-Fuel Balance: ..J..!:!.h.1,._

OIi Pressure: ~
Volt$: 'IRO
Amps:~10
Temp: .J.:1D_
Battery Volts: ...ll,_

S

OH

Checlted*
✓
Before:

After:
Water CK:
·
Battery C K : ~

\flsuatCK:I:._

Figure 2 - Excerpt from photograph of generator log, as seen on 02120/2019

These pages are incorporated as Appendix 2
said several actions have happened since the December 14, 2018 incident, to
include: Weekly testing of the generator, reconfiguration of the battery wiring to provide
redundant battery voltage for generator engine starting, and making sure hatchery
employee are aware of the air damper reset process.

-

· Fish Hatchery Specialist, Lakewood Hatchery

was interviewed on February 21, 2019 at the Lakewood Hatchery by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian. Ken lsaksson was present as an employee
representative.
received a phone call from
at 18: 18 PST informing him of the
power outage at Minter Creek and the generator had failed. requested he
respond to assist with fish saving activities. ·
, and
were at Minter Creek when he arrived. He observed outside of "incubation"
working on water flow. He noted one gas powered pump was operational near the
"Chinook Box." was instructed to begin pulling the plugs from trays in the
incubation rooms.
He then encountered and
in the generator room and noted they
were replacing the batteries . .The generator would not start, and they were trying to
solve the problem. He realized he could not assist with the generator and began
working on trying·to get gravity feed water to the outside boxes. Realizing he needed a
female-to-female hose connection, he tried to find the appropriate fittings to modify the
existing hose. realized the fry needed oxygen and his efforts were prioritized on
getting circulation restored .
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noted there was only one operational gas powered pump. While he was
working on the gravity water flow, and arrived at Minter Creek.
Shortly thereafter, arrived. called and learned how to start the
generator. walked through the starting process. The generator then
was started and power was supplied to the hatchery systems. He and the others began
to replace the plugs from the trays and trying to pond some of the fish.
At approximately 21 :15 PST he believes commercial power was restored. him they were done for the night.

told

said he was not familiar with the generator at Minter Creek Hatchery and had
not received any specific training on how to start the generator. He said the generator
at the Lakewood Hatchery was much smaller and more user friendly.

-

Fish Hatchery Specialist, Lakewood Hatchery

was interviewed on February 21, 2019, at the Lakewood Hatchery by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian. Ken lsaksson was present as an employee
representative. ·
first learned of the incident at Minter Creek Hatchery when he received a phone
call from around 17:30 PST on December 14, 2018. requested his
assistance with a power failure at Minter Creek Hatchery. was on standby for the
Lakewood Hatchery and he called
to relieve him. When arrived at
Lakewood Hatchery, departed for Minter Creek Hatchery. He arrived at Minter
Creek Hatchery between 19:30-20:00 PST.
observed when he arrived at the Minter Creek Hatchery, the power was out and
water flow pumps for incubation trays were not functioning. He noted there was one
gas powered pump running, and the plugs had been pulled from "eyed" egg trays.
In addition to the hatchery personnel, he observed was present. showed up shortly after arrived. began trying to get gravity water flowing
to the fall chinook, and then began working on a pump. As soon as he began this, the
power was restored, and water flow pumps began to operate. He worked to replace
plugs in the trays. Fairly soon after the generator power was restored, the commercial
power was restored.
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learned from other employees at Minter Creek Hatchery, there had been an
electrical contact issue with the batteries on the generator. There was a second issue
with restarting the generator, which was able to resolve.
is familiar with starting the Coulter Creek Hatchery generator. He has not
worked with the generator at Minter Creek Hatchery. He noted the generator at Coulter
Creek Hatchery is much smaller.

-

· Fish Hatchery Specialist 4/Supervisor, Minter Creek Hatchery

was interviewed on February 21, 2019 at the Natural Resources Building by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian. Ken lsaksson was present as an employee
representative.
was the supervisor at Minter Creek Hatchery and had been in her position
for seven years.
She lives on the grounds of the Minter Creek Hatchery and was on stand-by duty on
December 14, 2018. At 17:25-17:30 PST, the electrical power failed, and multiple
alarms began to sound. She turned off the alarms and went to the generator building .
She noted the generator was not running . There were a number of fault lights showing
on the control panel, including "Aux Pwr Fault", "Over Speed" and "Over Clock". The
control switch was set to "Auto-start." She toggled the switch to Manual and she could
hear a clicking noise. The generator engine would not "turn-over" or start.
checked the circuit breakers saw they were not tripped.
She then went to house and told him the generator was not working. went to the generator room and began to trouble shoot the problem.
called
within 15 minutes of the beginning of the electrical outage. "keyed"
in on the "Aux Pwr" fault light and the problem was a battery charge issue.
knew there were four batteries and had concerns if they could charge them. They
initially thought of getting batteries out of vehicles to replace the generator batteries.
As
and began to remove the clamp of one of the battery terminal
posts, she observed a small wire was loose. They reconnected the wire, however the
generator engine was still did not start. They subsequently found another clamp was
broken and battery post melted. They removed the four batteries and cable with the
broken clamp. daughter called the NAPA auto parts store in Purdy and learned
the store was open. At approximately 18:00 PST,
left the hatchery to head
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for NAPA store. She took the cable and battery with her. She called
to
respond to the hatchery. She also called the local fire department to try to get some
assistance with pumps.
The NAPA store personnel did not have a stock replacement cable. They modified a
cable to match the broken one.
purchased four batteries and the
cable/clamp assembly and returned to the hatchery. While at the NAPA store, she
again called the local fire department regarding providing a pump.
At approximately 19:00 PST,
returned to the Minter Creek Hatchery and
observed and had arrived. They were working on incubation trays.
began to work on replacing the batteries and cables on the generator engine.
The installation was completed, and the generator engine would not start.
The fire department arrived with an equipment truck and pump. They did not have
hoses for their pump and the fittings did not match the hatchery hoses. Their pump was
not useful. The fire department personnel looked at the generator and could not offer a
solution to getting it running.
Hatchery personnel were focused on getting plugs pulled from trays and getting some
water flow established. They were able to get a 2" pump in place. The 4" pump could
not lift the water a sufficient distance, as configured. They did not have the correct
fittings to configure the pump. The personnel made the choice to prioritize attempting to
save the White River fry.
arrived at approximately 19:30 PST and began to troubleshoot the generator.
He called and they were able to resolve the "Air Damper" issue and get the
generator started at approximately 20:00 PST. The generator started and began to
supply electrical power to the hatchery. The commercial power was restored
approximately 40 minutes later.
said the practice at the time was to test the generator monthly. The task
was usually completed by the on-duty person for the first week of the month. She
stated the generator was last tested in October 2018.
She said there is no operations manual on-site specific to the generator system. The
hatchery Operations Manual was completed within the past year. This manual does not
contain reference to the Emergency Stop reset or air damper reset process.
was not aware of the air damper or reset process prior to the December
14th incident. She is not aware of any major updates or changes to the generator
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system in recent years. The generator system receives annual preventative
maintenance from CAMP, usually in the spring.
describes the response and actions taken regarding the December 14th
incident as reaction based on intuition and institutional knowledge. The personnel at
Minter Creek Hatchery had not engaged in any specific response training or emergency
exercises.
Prior to the December 14th generator failure,
has no concerns with the
generator system at Minter Creek Hatchery. She said the generators are different at all
the hatch,eries. The Marblemount Hatchery generator is similar to the Minter Creek
Hatchery generator system.
Since the December 14th incident, several changes in process and procedures have
occurred at Minter Creek Hatchery. These include, testing the generator system weekly,
reconfiguring the generator battery cables to provide a redundant starting circuit,
obtaining proper fittings for the 4" pump.
would hope the CAMP shops
conduct training for personnel on starting procedures for generators and have better
documentation for unique features of the generator systems.
said this incident occurred during the first "big" storm of the season. There
are no specific storm response processes or procedures in place.

was interviewed on February 21, 2019, at the Natural Resources Building by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian.
submitted a written document detailing his response and follow-up to the
December 14, 2018, electrical failure at the Minter Creek Hatchery. This document is
incorporated as Appendix 3. submitted the following timeline of events: 14
"5:35 I missed a call from Minter.
5:35 Returned the Minter call. (HS-4) explained that the power was out
and the generator would not start. After talking some ideas through she
describing a "clicking" in the starter and I suggested she try to jump start using
jumper cables. 14

(HS- 3) was also on site and assisting in trying to

Excerpted verbatim from Appendix 3 document
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solve the problem. I told her to continue troubling shooting the situation and
that I would contact the chain of command and would get support to the facility.
5:40 Called
might have.
5:44 Called jump batteries.
5:46 Called

and talked about jumping batteries and any ideas he

and ran a couple of more idea by them. Told them it was ok to

(HS-4) to get any ideas.

A couple of more calls between -

and I followed. I then left to go to Minter.

6:05 Called -

Did not leave a message.

6:05 Called -

and left a message.

Made a couple of calls to -

and -

brainstorming.

6:10 Called he could.

(HS-3) and asked if he could help at Minter. Confirmed that

6:12 Called -

and did not leave a message.

6: 15 Called -

(HS-2) for assistance. He headed out to Minter.

More calls between all the parties trying to organize the group and find a
solution.
6:29 Received a call from and filled him in that we still did not have
power, who had been contacted and what we were working on.
6:45 Called -

again. He informed me people were on their way.

When I arrived at the facility the crew had already got a pump running to an
incubation head trough and were monitoring the yearling Coho while trying to
divert creek water into the incubation .
•
arrived sometime before eight. Shortly after that arrived. I think it
was sometime before e:30 the generator was started and power was restored."
expanded on the conversations with
. In his call to
around 18:00 PST, he told her to focus on fish saving activities. When
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later mentioned the air damper fault, he told her to look for sensors and wires to
resolve the fault. When he arrived at Minter Creek hatchery around 18:30 PST, he
began to establish priorities for personnel. He called searching for a solution,
as formerly worked at Minter Creek Hatchery. to the generator system issue.

could not offer a solution

said there is a protocol for testing of generators, of which the time intervals
are unique to each facility. The generator systems across all the hatcheries are
different.
He said drills or exercis.es testing responses to emergency conditions are not
conducted·: believes the staff af Minter Creek Hatchery did all they could do
under the circumstances and conditions.
believes the generator was started around 20:30 PST, and he departed
around 21 :30 PST. He and began to release employees from the site after
electrical power was restored.
The broken battery clamp was not recovered from NAPA after the replacement was
configured. The replaced batteries were returned to NAPA for core exchange the
Monday following the incident. These items were not available for inspection and
testing after the incident.
provided the Operations Manual for Minter Creek Hatchery. This document is
incorporated as Appendix 4. The provided document contained the same page
regarding generator testing as was seen the investigation team at Minter Creek
Hatchery.

was interviewed on February 21, 2019, at the CAMP Shops in Lacey, by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian. WSFE Council Representative Lisa Goldschmidt
was present as an employee representative. is an electrician and works from
the Lacey CAMP shop.
On December 14, 2018 he was off duty when he received a phone call from his
supervisor,
. told him there was generator failure at Minter
Creek Hatchery and the problem might be a battery. was aware there are four
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batteries in a 24-volt starting system for the generator at Minter Creek Hatchery.
requested he response to Minter Creek Hatchery.
picked up four new 12-volt batteries from a local auto parts store and drove to
Minter Creek Hatchery. He arrived between 18:30 and 19:00 PST. On his arrival, he
learned the electrical power had been out for about an hour. He observed the hatchery
personnel had swapped the existing batteries prior to his arrival. He confirmed the
generator was not starting. The "PUDllelectrical power was still out.
He checked all the wiring connections and found no faults. He called
and
learned if the Emergency Stop control was pushed, the generator would not start until
the air damper was reset. After approximately five minutes, learned the
Emergency Stop had been activated by the hatchery personnel to lock out the generator
engine while the batteries were replaced. told him where the air damper reset
mechanism was located. found the air damper and reset it. The generator
started and began supplying electrical power. He believes the commercial electrical
power was restored approximately 1.5-20 minutes later.
said he found a small relay control loose when he was inspecting the generator.
He tightened it prior to attempting to start the generator. He does not know if this was a
factor.
was not familiar with the air damper reset before this incident. He said there is
one similar generator in the hatchery system, and it is located at the Marblemount
Hatchery.
noticed metal "spatter" on the engine case, and near where the battery cable
was located. The cable had been replaced prior to his arrival.

-

· Maintainece Mechanic 2, CAMP Shops, Lacey

was interviewed on February 21, 2019, at the CAMP Shops in Lacey, by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian. WSFE Council Representative Lisa Goldschmidt
was present as an employee representative. is a Diesel Mechanic and works
from Lacey CAMP shop.
became aware of the December 14, 2018, electrical failure at Miner Creek
when he received a phone a call from at approximately 20:00-20: 15 PST.
told him the generator at Minter Creek hatchery would not start and -
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was on his way there. departed for Minter Creek hatchery in his personal
vehicle. While he was enroute, he received another call from - They discussed
the air damper fault light, and instructed on how to reset the air
damper. then heard (over the phone) the generator start up. He arrived at
Minter Creek Hatchery around 20:45-21 :00 PST. The commercial electrical power was
restored about 15 minutes after he arrived and the automatic system (ATS) shut down
the generator.
checked the batteries which had been removed from the generator. Each
tested between 12.8-13 volts, indicting they had sufficient charge. He noted the
batteries were wired in a series of two, _then a parallel single wire configuration to the
positive and negative connections to the generator engine. He believes the final
negative (ground) lead was where the issue was. He noted negative post was partially
missing and the battery clamp was split. He noted the operations log indicted the
generator had not been tested for a couple of months, either October 6th or 8th .
completed the annual preventative maintenance on the Minter Creek Hatchery
generator in February 2019 and found no issues. He reconfigured the batteries to have
a redundant connection between each bank of two batteries and the generator engine
connections. He had earlier attempted to obtain the replaced batteries from NAPA,
however they were not available.
said he first worked on the Minter Creek Hatchery generator several years ago
to replace a block heater. His supervisor at the time told him to activate the Emergency
Stop to lock out the engine and prevent it from starting while he was working on it.
Following the repair the engine would not start. He cycled the Emergency Stop and
followed the noises to the air damper servo. He reset the air damper and the engine
started. had not previously encountered this procedure with any other hatchery
generator system. He had prior knowledge of this type of control mechanism from his
earlier work experience.
first became aware of the air damper issue following the December 14th
electrical power outage while talking with on the phone He relied on his earlier
gained knowledge to instruct on how to start the generator engine.
services 57 generators in the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
system. None of the other generators have the air damper reset system. The
Marblemount Hatchery has a similar make and model generator as the Minter Creek
Hatchery, without the air damper reset system. He was at the Marblemount Hatchery
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recently for a service call on their generator, and confirmed it does not have the air
damper reset.
does not know the exact cause of the cable and battery post failure at Minter
Creek Hatchery. He believes corrosion developed on the battery post and cable,
causing the battery post to rot. When high amperage electrical current was placed on
the post and cable clamp during an engine starting sequence, the conductor could not
carry the current load and failed.
He would like to see bi-annual prever1tative maintenance for the generator systems.
On March 28, 2019, a follow-up telephone contact was made with
, by
Investigator Carper. 15 said tie observed the batteries, cables, and battery
clamp at Minter Creek Hatchery when was present on December 14, 2018. He
described the post of the battery was "blown out;" the batteries were no longer in the
machine; and, the cables were laying on the floor near the batteries.

was interviewed on February 27, 2019, at the Natural Resources Building, by
Investigators Carper and Sebastian.
first became aware of a situation at the Minter Creek Hatchery while driving home
on the afternoon of December 14, 2018. He noticed a missed call at 17:30 PST from
- He subsequently spoke with around 17:45-18:00 PST and told
him about the power failure at Minter Creek Hatchery. said commercial
electrical power had failed and the on-site generator would not start. The staff was
working on it. said he was enroute and had attempted to reach personnel at
CAMP shops without success.
At around 18: 15 PST, he again spoke with who told him he had spoken to .
at CAMP and
was heading to Minter Creek Hatchery. decided to proceed to Minter Creek Hatchery, as he had worked there many years ago
and could offer management assistance.
again talked with while travelling to Minter Creek Hatchery. told
him there was an electrical power failure, the alarms had sounded, and the on-site
15 This follow-up contact was initiated in an attempt to clarify ifMinter Creek Hatchery on December 14, 2018.

observed the battery clamp at
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generator would not start. Personnel had realized a battery post had melted and a cable
had split. They went to a NAPA store and obtained replacement batteries and a cable.
The generator would not start after the replacements were installed. told him
they were working on getting water to the head trough and the White River fry.
He arrived at approximately 20:00 PST. On his arrival, he observed
•
shortly after -

,-

and -

were at the hatchery. -

,
arrived

·

went to the generator building and noted the Aux Fail light was on. He did not
recall seeing the air damper light. He took photographs on his cell phone of the
generator contro.l panel and generator log book.

Figure 3- Photos obtained on 12/14/2019 by ~

-

called

, Assistant Director - Fish, and briefed him on the situation.

said began to troubleshoot the generator, however, he could not figure
out what the problem was. called _
, who mentioned the air damper
reset. When overheard this, he recalled where the reset mechanism was located.
also knew if the Emergency Stop was activated, the air damper needed to be
reset. was aware of this from when he worked at Minter Creek Hatchery early in
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his career, approximately 20 years ago. He said the Minter Creek Hatchery employees
at the time he worked there, were aware of this process. said once the air
damper was reset, the generator became operational.
No other generators in the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife system have the
air damper reset system. The Marblemouht generator is a similar make and model and
does not have the air damper reset. The Minter Creek Hatchery generator was installed
in approximately 1996.
noted on his arrival at the hatchery on December 14, 2018, the personnel had
pulled the plugs on the Coho and Chum troughs, and had water flowing to the White
River fry ..He did not know which per~onnel had taken what action.
He recalled an earlier discussion on the phone about the fire department dropping off a
pump which did not have the correct fittings, so the pump was not used.
did see the battery with the melted post. He did not see the failed cable, as it was
left at NAPA.
The commercial power was restored approximately ½ hour after Minter Creek Hatchery.

arrived at the

recalled a conversation with and - They told him they tested the
removed batteries and the batteries indicated 13 volts.
He believes the staff acted correctly in the actions they took during the December 14,
2018 incident. There was good delegation and prioritization of tasks.
The air damper reset process should have been written down and available to on-site
staff. The Operations Manual lacked mention of the bypass of the creek pump and air
damper.
said procedures for similar events were developed in response to Y2K, twenty
years ago.

was interviewed on March 4, 2019, at the Montesano Regional Office by
Investigator Carper.
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has been with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife since
1995. In February 2017, she became the Region 6 Fish Program Manager. Prior to the
appointment she was the acting manager for Region 6.
Her first full brief concerning the December 14th • 2018 Minter Creek incident was during
the weekly staff meeting at Montesano, on December 17th , 2018, at 09:00 PST. •
provided her with a detailed report about the large fish loss, power outage,
backup generator failure, communication with news media and Tribes, what took place
and action taken . also received a copy of his notes. By the time of the
meeting Monday morning all had been fixed and working. The generator was up and
running.
was the main point of contact on the incident. He kept updated from as soon as the incident occurred and throughout the weekend. He also
took care of the news media and all communication from the Tribes. stated
she was monitoring information via television news, in addition to
calling in
with updates.
She went to Minter Creek Hatchery on the evening of December 17th , 2018. She
arrived after dark possibly at about 18:00 PST and noticed public utility powered lights
were on. She also noticed a news media van had finished taking video and wrapping
up, putting their equipment away, and leaving. She does not remember which news
organization it was.
The smell of fish was very strong.
All hatchery staff had gone home except for
. She spoke to
for about one-half hour to one hour about what took place and any
immediate concerns while they walked through the area.
looked very tired
from working the long weekend.
In assessing the incident reported that as more information arrives, they learn
more facts about what happened with the equipment from the power outage. The
hatchery staff was quick to respond and worked very hard, even those on their time off
responded . The fire department showed up with two small generators which they were
unable to use. Larger fire department equipment was unable to respond due to a
structure fire. Staff members at the hatchery attempted to use their own car batteries to
try and help get the generator started. One of the staff members was able to get new
batteries from a store in town. Many phone calls were made asking about what could
be done about the generator and getting it running. Three hours later, they finally got
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the right person who knew about the switch on the generator. The staff worked very
hard to get the problem fixed, knowing they are not mechanics or electricians.
She does not think the agency has a policy on the standby generators, but they do have
operating manuals. Each hatchery has its own operating manual where those kinds of
details are located. She believe there is guidance based in the manuals, but does not
know specifics. She believes some are tested weekly, while others are tested monthly,
with and without a load. The actual maintenances practice varies based upon the type
of equipment at each hatchery.
From what learned from and
, she believes the last
generator test was in October, 2018, and does not know of any subsequent tests. She
added they (staff leaders/managers) try to go to the hatcheries often but with 24
hatcheries in her section, it is hard to do. There are some hatcheries on the upper
peninsula that are hard to get to. This is a practice they started a couple of years ago.
It is done not necessarily to check readiness, but to help make the staff feel engaged
because they live in remote locations. She admittedly stated she cannot go to a
hatchery and look at it and tell what is wrong, as it is not her expertise. She visits the
closer hatcheries more frequently just because they are closer and does not take much
travel time. believes she has visited all the hatcheries in her region.
does not think the other hatcheries have had similar generator incidents. They
have had power outages, but the generators worked and came online. Further, they
have had fish loss, but not due to generator failure.
As a result of the December 14th incident, and from this investigation, she hopes they
can look at best practice and implement it state wide or region wide. It has been
communicated to the staff to do frequent testing of the generators. Further, there was
discussion in the staff meeting on March 4th , 2019, as to the testing. Someone brought
up that if too much testing was done, the generators could wear our faster. Regardless,
if they did wear out, it was hoped it would be during a test and not a real emergency.
She had just received a report from
that during the last snow storms, there
were some outages, but all the generators were working and came online.
When asked if they had a backup plan in place now, in case one of the generators
failed, and if they were able to obtain another generator or other equipment
immediately, she mentioned the Capital Asset Management Program (CAMP) response
template takes care of that.
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believes the management for Minter Creek effectively led emergency response
and did everything they could. The power outage was not anticipated. Communication
between staff and management occurred over the weekend, which was really good;
leadership was kept in the loop; the response was good and quick. All the staff was
hard working, they do not want to fail -they want to succeed.
The Emergency Response plan was in--place, still is, and it worked. Including the phone
tree, everything on speed-dial, the hatchery system is very well connected. Each
hatchery is different and with different problems. Everyone is working to understand the
key items and to be aware of possible problems that may occur at any time.
believes in the process and speaks well of the people involved, as they care a
lot about the project. They have a lot to learn and good will come from this incident. 16
The goal is to prevent it, the reality is to lessen the probability that we have a
recurrence.

Ill

16 This is in reference to everyone involved in the overall fish program, and not specific to any agency,
department, region, or section.
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SITE INSPECTION

On February 20, 2019, Investigators Carper and Sebastian observed the involved
generator at the Minter Creek Hatchery, in the presence of _
,
and
.was conducting routine maintenance of the generator
system at the time of the observation.
The subject generator system is a KohJer Power System 350 diesel powered generator
set. Drive power is supplied by a Detroit Diesel engine. The system is contained within
the interior of a specific building on the grounds of the Minter Creek Hatchery. 17

Figure 4 - Generator Unit

17

All descriptions are as noted at the time of the Site Visit on February 20, 2019.
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The electronic control panel for the generator is located on top of the rear of the
machine. 18 When we entered the room, the engine was running . switched the
engine on and off, using both the control toggle switch and the Emergency Stop control.
The hour meter indicated "1202.3."

Figure 5 - Generation Control Panel

18 For descriptive purposes, the engine is referenced as the "front" and the generator referenced as
"back" of the overall machine.
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There are four 12 volt automotive type batteries contained on the left side of the engine.
The batteries are branded as "NAPA" The batteries are configured into two 24 volt
series connections, with each group ind~pendently connected to the starter input
terminal (red-plus polarity) and frame ground terminal (black - negative polarity). The
battery connection posts and connected cabling show no corrosion or damage.

Figure 6 - Battery Configuration
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On the left side of the oil pan of the engine, near one of the black colored (negative
polarity) cables, stippling is visible in a linear pattern. This is near the failed cable, as
described by and · and is attributed to metal deposition from electrical
arcing when the cable failed.

Figure 7 - Stippling visible on engine .::ase
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The Emergency Stop control, when activated, causes a red light labeled "Emergency
Stop" to illuminate, and the servo mechanism mounted on the top left side of the engine
to move a lever. A clicking noise can be heard as this servo mechanism activates.

Figure 8 - Emergency Stop fault fight activation

Resetting the Emergency Stop control and toggling the control switch to "Run" results in
illumination of the "Air Damper" light. The engine will not start while the air damper light
is illuminated.
The Air Damper is reset by manually rotating the approximately one inch, cylindrical
control level to the open position. The control lever is painted the same color as the
entire engine, and is not marked or identified.
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Figure 9 - Air damper mechanism in open and close positions

Figure 10 - Air damper mechanism Highlighted

The above photographs show the Air Damper in both the closed (locked out) and open
(operating) positions.

EVIDENCE AND RESEARCH

The Operations Manual for Minter Creek Hatchery was viewed when requested during
the interview with on February 20, 2019. The manual was located on a
bookshelf in the hatchery office. The page of the manual pertaining to the generator
operation, as copied during the viewing, conforms to the complete electronic version of
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the manual presented by at a later date. The complete manual consists of 29
pages. The complete manual is incorporated herein as Appendix 4
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Figure 11 - Page 24 MCHOM observed on 02/20119

Page 24 of the manual described the automatic operation of the generator and states
the "generator should be run bi-weekly .. . "
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"Generator
Minter Creek Hatchery has a generator that is capable of powering the entire hatchery
facility, including the houses. This generator will automatically start if the power fails. If the
power does go out, an employee must flip the transfer switches in the generator room to
supply power from the generator to the houses. This generator should be run bi-weekly to
exercise it and to ensure that everything is working as it should .

Running the Generator
The generator can be run with or without a load. To run it with a load the following steps
must be taken:
1. Flip alarm panel zones 1,2,4,5, and 6 to yellow. This will ensure that the yelper does not
sound when the generator starts. There will be a temporary blip in the pumps and wells as
they transfer to generator power, which will cause the alarms to go off.

2. Turn off all computers to avoid damage to them in case of a power surge.
3. Do Pre-run inspection: Check oil, radiator fluid, test the day tank, inspect generator for
wear, fluid leaks, or corrosion on the batteries. Record on generator test log.
4. Turn transfer switch located on panel opposite of generator from auto to hand. After a
short de-lay, the generator will start. This will run the gen-erator with a load. Note:
Employees must be wearing ear protection at this point as the gen-erator will be extremely
loud when it is running.
5. Switch alarm panel zones back to green after the power is transferred (after a 10-15
second delay the power will go out and then come back on as it switches to generator
power).
6. Employee should check all currently used alarms to ensure that they are working
properly. They should also set off at least one alarm while the alarm panel is not bypassed
to make sure the alarm company is contacted and responds in an appropriate amount of
time.
7. Check diagnostics on the generator as it is run-ning and record (amps, watts, etc.).
8. Turn switch back to auto to transfer back to main power. The generator will take
approximately 10-15 minutes to stop running. "
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There is one photograph on the "generator" page, showing transfer switch.

Figure 12 - Photo of transfer switch contained in manual

The manual does not discuss use of the Emergency Stop control or how to reset the
generator engine following activation of the Emergency Stop control.
There is a placard on the generator control panel next to the Emergency Stop control
indicating "Emergency Stop Only.."

Figure 13 - Generator Emergency Stop control
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The "Generator Log" was viewed and photographed on February 20, 2019 at the Minter
Creek Hatchery. One page of the log shows four tests of the generator, occurring on
"5/7/18", "6/6/18", "7/30/18" and "10-8-18"

• ."

19 The stop
The initials of the employee conducting test on October 8, 2018 are ·
hour reading is "1160.4." There are six check-off areas for each test entry. One of the
entries is "Battery
and was not marked as completed on the October 8, 2018, test.

•"

•

I
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Figure 14 - Photo of generator log as of 02/2012019

•"

19 '

Hatche

is reported as
. is no longer actively employed at the Minter Creek
and was not interviewed durin this investi ation.
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OIi Pressure:
Volta:

Dato:

~5

9RO
Amps:~
Temp:
.

lnttlala:

Battery Vob:.

The following page of the generator log contains the reported next entries. The first
entry is dated "12-19-18" and reflects a start time as "1161" The following entry is dated
"12-14-18" and shows a start time of "1160.4" and stop time of "1161" There is a
notation in the comments section, "Wind Storm, power outage. Generator wouldnt fire."
There are no initials for the author this entry.

Generator Log
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Figure 15 - Photo of generator log as of 02120/2019

The photograph of the generator control panel obtained by on December 14,
2018, during the electrical outage, and submitted to this investigation shows the hour
meter of the generator as 1160.4.
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Figure 16 - Excerpt of 12114/2018 photo from Kinne

A manufacture's operating manual for the Kohler Generator was not found at the Minter
Creek Hatchery. An electronic version of the relevant operating manual was obtained
from the manufacturer's website at www.kohlerpower.com.20
Section 2-6 states in regard to use of the Emergency Stop control:

Emergency Stopping
Tum generator master switch to the OFF/RESET
position or activate controller emergency stop switch (if
equipped) or optional remote emergency stop for
immediate shutdown. If either emergency stop switch is
activated, the controller emergency stop lamp will tight
and the unit will shut down.

NOTE
Use the emergency stop switch(es) for emergency
shutdowns only. Use the generator master switch to
stop the generator set under normal circumstances.
Figure 17 - Section 2-6 (Page 33)

20

This is a 147 page document. Only relevant excerpts are referenced and contained herein.
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Section 2-7 states the process for resetting the Emergency Stop control:

Resetting Emergency Stop
Switches
Use the following procedure to restart the generator set
after shutdCM/11 by emergency stop switch Qocal or
remote). Refer to Controller Resetting Procedure later

(Used on 200-1600 kW models with Detroit Diesel
engines only).

4. Toggle generator master switch to OFF/RESET
and then to RUN or AUTO to resume operation.

The generator set will not crank until the resetting
procedure is completed.

in this section to restart the generator set following a
fault shutdown.
1. Investigate cause of emergency stop and correct
problem(s).

2. If remote emergency stop switch was activated,
mset sv.itm by replacing g~s piece.
If
oontroller-roountect emergency stop switch was
adivated (tf equipped), reset controller emergency
stop swlt:h by rotating switch clockwise until swilch
spofY:JS back to original position.
NOTE
The controller auxiliary lamp will light if the
generalor m¥ter switch is in the RUN or AUTO
position during the resetting procedure.
3. lf controller air damper light is on, reset air damper
on engine by rotating air damper lever as shown in
Figure 2-3 and the air damper light will go out.

Figure 2-.3.. Air Damper Lever (Detroit Diesel
Powered)

Figure 18- Section 2-7 Operations - Page 34

This specific reset procedure is only applicable to some generator systems equipped
with the Detroit Diesel engine.

14. Air Damper. Lamp lights after emergency stop or
overspeed fault or overvoltage fault.
Lamp
indicates that engine air damper is dosed; lamp
remains lit until air damper is manually reset See
Resetting Emergency Stop Switches later in this
section. (Used on 200~ 1600 kW models with
Detroit Diesel engines only).
Figure 19 - Section 2-1 Operations - Page 31
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Peninsula Light Company Operations Department records indicate there are three
electrical service accounts for the Minter Creek Hatchery, 12710 124th Ave Court KP-N
Gig Harbor, Washington. All three accounts lost commercial electrical power on
December 14, 2018 at 17:27 PST. Electrical power was restored to these three
accounts at 21 :20 PST.

OPINION AND CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS

Commercial electrical power to the Minter Creek Hatchery was interrupted on
December 14, 2018, at 17:27 PST.
The cause of the commercial electrical power interruption was damage to the Peninsula
Light Company's power transmission facilities during a large scale wind event.
The sustained and gusting winds in the area of Gig Harbor, Pierce County, Washington
during this event exceeded the normal expected wind velocities.
The National Weather Service issued a High Wind Warning for the area.
Water circulation and oxygenation for fish rearing activities at Minter Creek Hatchery is
dependent on electrical power to operate electrical powered pumps and other
machinery. Fish loss can occur after 15-20 minutes of interruption of the water flow
pumps and machinery.
Minter Creek Hatchery has a Kohler 350 kW diesel powered generator to provide
electrical power to the facility if commercial electrical power is interrupted.
The generator at Minter Creek contains an Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) to initiate
operations of the generator automatically in the event of interruption of commercial
electrical power. The ATS activates electrical generator power for all areas of the
Minter Creek hatchery, with the exception of the residences. Generator electrical power
to the residence requires manual activation of an additional transfer switch.
Manual operation of the Minter Creek Hatchery generator system utilizes a toggleswitch located on the generator control panel. The generator control panel contains
several indicator lights to depict status of fau_
lt or failure conditions for the generator
system.
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The Operations Manual for the Minter Creek Hatchery specifies bi-weekly testing of the
generator system to maintain readiness. · The Operations Manual does not contain a
process or description for resolving a failure of the generator to automatically start
during a commercial electrical power interruption.
The Operations Manual for the Minter Creek Hatchery does not contain a process or
description for maintaining water flow to fish rearing systems in the event the electrically
powered pumps fail.
The generator at Minter Creek Hatchery failed to automatically start in response to the
December 14, 2018, commercial electrical power interruption. The generator would not
manually start when commanded by an employee utilizing the toggle control switch.
Various fault lights illuminated on the generator control panel following the failure to
automatically or manually start the Minter Creek Hatchery generator system.
The Operations Manual does not contain reference to or solution for resolving fault
indications on the Minter Creek Hatchery generator system. Employees present at the
time of the generator failure to start Minter Creek Hatchery did not have reference to the
meaning or resolution of the fault lights .illuminated on the generator control panel.
The failure of the Minter Creek Hatchery generator system to start following interruption
of comme.rcial electrical power was due to a mechanical disruption of the electrical
circuit suppling battery power to the generator diesel engine.
The mechanical disruption of the generator engine starting circuit was due to the
separation of the electrical conductors in the battery-to-starter wiring and battery
terminal connection. The impaired electrical conductor was unable to carry the
electrical amperage (electrical load) from the batteries to the starter circuit, resulting in
generation of heat and subsequent mechanical separation of the conductor'.
Employees at Minter Creek Hatchery diagnosed the cause of the generator system
failure to start condition as related the engine battery circuit, and mitigated the failure by
obtaining and installing replacement batteries and cabling. This required one employee
leaving the hatchery to obtain replacement parts at a local auto parts store. The time
required to mitigate the battery issue was approximately an hour and fifteen minutes to
an hour and thirty minutes from the start of the electrical power failure.
An employee at Minter Creek Hatchery activated the Emergency Stop control for the
generator system prior to working on the system components to replace the batteries
and cables.
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Industry practice and workplace safety guidance indicates a mechanical disconnect of
starting motor circuits to prevent an uncommanded starting of the system to prevent
potential injury to the worker, when working on an engine electrical system. The Minter
Creek Hatchery employee working on the generator system lacked any specific
guidance or training on how to isolate or "lock-out" the generator starting system.
A common industry practice is to lock-out a diesel engine by utilizing the Emergency
Stop control. The manufacturer of the Kohler generator recommends use of the
Emergency Stop control only to stop the engine in an emergency. The manufacturer
recommends use of the toggle control switch on the control panel for routine manual
starting and stopping.
The employees working on the generator engine reset the Emergency Stop control and
attempted to use the manual toggle switch to start the generator system after the
batteries and cable were reinstalled.
The generator control panel fault lights displayed an "Air Damper" fault following
attempts to restart the generator system following reinstallation of the new batteries and
cable. The generator system would not start while this fault was present.
The employees present at Minter Creek Hatchery did not have knowledge, training or
reference materials on how to fully reset the Emergency Stop control, following
activation of the Emergency Stop control
The employees present at Minter Creek Hatchery did not have knowledge, training or
reference materials on how to reset the Air Damper fault indication, following activation
of the Emergency Stop control.
The initially arriving employee (electrician) from CAMP did not have knowledge, training
or reference materials on how to fully reset the Air Damper fault following activation of
the Emergency Stop control.
A second CAMP employee (mechanic), when interacting by phone with the initial CAMP
employee, realized the need to reset the air damper and provided instructions on the
process. These instructions resulted in the generator system becoming operational and
suppling electrical power to the Minter Creek Hatchery. The reset and generator engine
starting occurred approximately over two and half hours from the initial commercial
electrical power interruption.
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The generator system at Minter Creek Hatchery is the only generator system at a
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife hatchery with the air damper reset. A
similar generator system at another hatchery does not have the air damper reset.
A senior manager arriving at Minter Creek Hatchery was knowledgeable of the air
damper reset process from previously having worked at Minter Creek Hatchery. This
knowledge was shared concurrent to the CAMP mechanic providing instructions on
resetting the air damper.
The employees at Minter Creek Hatchery did not have a pre-established plan or
instructions on how to maintain water flow and overcome the failure of electrical power
in sustaining fish viability. The employees realized maintaining oxygenation in the water
flow was critical and initially worked at various unguided solutions. This included
activation and utilization of non-electric powered pumps and gravity flow of water
The employees at Minter Creek Hatchery were unsuccessful in establishing water flow
with an on-site pump and a fire department provided pump due to lack of correct hose
fittings and connectors. Employees attempted unsuccessfully to modify a hose.
There was no pre-event planning with the local fire department to supply pumps and
related equipment.
Notification of the power failures at Minter Creek Hatchery was made by the on-site
supervisor to management. Management communicated the situation to senior
management.
Management employees initiated an additional employee response to Minter Creek
Hatchery from other hatcheries and CAMP shops.
Management and senior management responded to Minter Creek Hatchery and
provided on-site command and control until the commercial electrical power was
restored.
Commercial power was restored at 21 :20 PST. The duration of the commercial
electrical power failure at Minter Creek Hatchery was three hciurs and fifty-three
minutes.
OPINION

The on-site and responding employees at the Minter Creek Hatchery on December 14,
2018, were faced with a cascading multi-system failure, initiated by a commercial
electrical power interruption. Interruptions of commercial electrical power is not
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unexpected in the geographic area of the Minter Creek Hatchery due to winter weather
events. The viability of the fish at the Minter Creek Hatchery is dependent on a
sustained flow of oxygenated water. A large automatically activated electrical generation
system is installed at Minter Creek Hatchery to support continued operation of the
electrically driven machinery necessary to sustainment of the fish rearing operations.
The Operations Manual for Minter Creek Hatchery specifies testing of the generator
system bi-weekly to ensure operational readiness.
The Minter Creek Hatchery generator system was last operationally tested sixty-seven
(67) days prior to the commercial electrical power failure . The Minter Creek Hatchery
generator system failed to activate following the commercial power interruption due to a
mechanical failure of a high current-load electrical circuit. The actual date or time the
incipiency of this mechanical failure could not be determined within the scope of this
investigation.
The two employees at the Minter Creek Hatchery when the commercial electrical power
was interrupted and the generator system failed to activate, realized immediate action
was needed to sustain fish viability at the hatchery. They lacked pre-planning or
training for such a multi-system failure occurrence. They correctly diagnosed the
problem with the generator, and established a plan whereby the senior employee would
seek replacement parts, the other would try to mitigate the situation by establishing
water flow using gas-powered pumps. Correct hoses and connection fittings were not
available to fully utilize the available pumping capabilities.
Management was notified of the events at Minter Creek Hatchery and began to instruct
other hatchery and mechanical employees to respond . As additional hatchery
employees arrived at Minter Creek Hatchery, they began to focus on various ad-hoc
strategies to mitigate loss fish .
The employees working on the attempted repair of the generator lacked knowledge or
training on the specific processes for the control system of the generator. The
generator failure was compounded when an employee utilized the Emergency Stop
control to prevent the inadvertent engagement of the generator engine while repairs
were being made. The employees present at the time the generator repairs were
completed, and first line management, were unaware of a secondary reset required.
They also lacked training and knowledge of interpretation and correction of a fault
indication on the generator system. This lack of training, knowledge, and
documentation, along with the lack of anticipatory all-hazards planning exacerbated the
conditions caused by the initial electrical power failure, and cascading sequence of
adverse events.
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DISCLAIMERS
The information contained in this report is solely based on witness statements and
documents reviewed in this investigation. We offer no warranty as to the factual
accuracy or authenticity of any information or statements offered by the witnesses
described herein. No opinions or conclusions with regard to policy are implied or
offered. We reserve the right to supplement or amend these findings should viable new
evidence become available.

;71/1(1~
Ron 6arper
Investigator
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EXHIBITS
1 - Excerpt of Operations Manual related to the Minter Creek generator
2 - Excerpts of relevant dates from Minter Creek generator operation log
3 - Document furnished by
4 - Minter Creek Hatchery Operations Manual (2018)
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APPENDIX:
1 - Excerpt of Operations Manual related to the Minter Creek generator

Generator
(

Minter Cre le H
e · atchery has a generator that is capable of powering the entire hatchery facility, Including the
houses To·
.
d
t
•
is generator will automatically start if the power falls. If the power oes go ou , an employee must
flip the transfer switches in the generator room to supply power from the generator to the houses. This generator should be run bi-weekly to exercise It and to ensure that everything Is working as it should.

Running the Generator
The generator can be run with or without a load. To run it with a load the following steps must be taken:
1. flip alarm panel zones 1,2,4,5, and 6 to yellow. This will ensure that the yelper does not sound when the
generator starts. There will be a temporary blip in the pumps and wells as they transfer to generator
power, which will cause the alarms to go off.
2. Turn off all computers to avoid damage to them
in case of a power surge.
3. Do Pre-run inspection: Check oil, radiator fluid,
test the day tank, inspect generator for wear,

fluid le~ks, or corrosion on the batteries. Record
on generator test log.
4. Turn transfer switch located on panel opposite of

generator from auto to hand. After a short delay, the generator will start. This will run the generator with a load. Note: Employees must be
wearing ear protection at this point as the gen-

(

erator will be extremely loud when it is running.

5. Switch alarm panel zones back to green after the
power is transferred (after a 10-15 second delay
the power will go out and then come back on as
it switches to generator power).

6. Employee should check all currently used alarms
to ensure that they are working properly. They

should also set off at least one alarm while the

alarm panel is not bypassed to make sure the
alarm company is contacted and responds in an
appropriate amount of time.
7. Check diagnostics on the generator as it is running and record (amps, watts, etc.).
8. Turn switch back to auto to transfer back to main power. The generator will take approximately 10--15
minutes to stop running.
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APPENDIX:
2 - Excerpts of relevant dates from Minter Creek generator operation log

Generator Log

>l. 8

Start Hours: 11
Stop Houra: ~

Date:
fnftfals:

Run Time:

,

Oil Pressure:

G-

Fuel On Hand:
Fuel Received:
•
Fuel Used:
Fuel Balance: - - -

5"' l

Volts:~
Amps: --1.2.Q:._

Temp:
Battery Volts:

lb$
;y,;

Oil Checked
Before:_V_
·_
After:
Water CK:

Battery CK: _v'"
___
__
Visual CK:

Comments:

----------------

Date:

Start Hours:

Initials:

\151-t

Stop Hours:~
·
Run Time:
Fuel On Hand: I2~lt,
Fuel Received:
Fuel Used: - - Fuel Balance:

Oil Pressure: $2...
Volts:~

Amps:~
Temp:
Battery Volts:

OU Checked

/

Before: ~
After: ~
WaterCK: ✓
Battery CK: ~
VisualCK: - Y - -

---

__________________________

Comments::,__

Date:

Initials:

Start Hours: { \ ~ •
Stop Hours: 115$,
R'-'nTlme: J}.{l/2
Fuel On Hand: /83&
Fuel Received:
Fuel Used:
Fuel Balance: _ __

b

---

Oil Pressure: ~S
Volts: :;itb
Amps: .0'

Temp:~
Battery Volts: -i1,Z___

---

/

Oil Checked
Before: --✓'--✓
After:
✓
Water CK: ✓--
Battery CK: -✓-,-Vlsual CK: / ' <

---

Comments!..
: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:
Initials:

Start Hours:

11 Si .«.

Stop Hours: tijoT

Run Time: \ •, \..c,r
Fuel On Hand: I q7 2e
Fuel Received: _ __

FuelUsed:.....lj..,_,._
Fuel Balance: -1.lhl-

Oil Pressure:
Volts:
Amps:

~5

Yao

?:IQ

Temp:.J.J.0_
Battery Volts: _ll_

Oil CJtecked
Before:

*
✓

After:
Water CK:
Battery CK: ~
VisualCK: ~

·

,

Comments,:..
: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Generator Log
t i,. .. J~ • I 8' Start Hours: f ( I:,

Date:

I

Stop Hours:

Initials:

Run Time:--..- -

-

-----

OU Pressure:
Volts:

f'\"')..'

Oil Checked
Before:
After!
Water CK: _ __

Amps:

Fuel On Hand: J4l t .Temp:
Fuel Received:
Battery Volts:
Fuel Used:
Fuel Balance: _ __

Battery CK: _ __
Visual CK:

---

~~✓

Comments:_
: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12-N-)<b

Date:
Initials:

Start Hours: \ l '-Olf

Stop Hours: \ \ tp \
RunTime:
~(;::,
Fuel On Hand: _.;..,:;;;,__
Fuel

Received:

Fuel Used: _ __

Fuel Balance:

-

(

Run Time:
Fuel On Hand:
Fuel Received:
Fuel Used:
FueJ Balance:

--Voll$:

Amps:

---

Temp: --_ __

Battery Volts: _ __

-,-q-,q--.-

.-3-3..---

Oil Checked
Before: _ __

-----

After.
WaterCK:
Battery CK: _ __
Visual CK:

---

---

Start Hours:
Stop Hours:-,-,....
G..,..t,-

Date:
Initials:

Oil Pressure:

Oil Pressure:

/oQ

Volts: Ltf>Q
Amps: '2.10
Temp: .lJ.Q_
Battery V o l t s : ~

OH Checked
Before:

.

After:
Water CK:
Battery CK:
Visual CK:

---

_____________________________

;;...._

Comments:

Date:
Initials:

Start Hours: --11.Ja.lt.JJ
Stop Hours:~
Run Time:

t b ~ ro~

Fuel On Hand: . lfi I
Fuel Received: _ _ _
Fuel Used:
Fuel Balance: _ __

---

Comments:

Qf'.hi':f' trv{(

'tlt4)-'

~\.).i~"' y\f-'~
.
Oil Pr.sure: 50 pr I
Volts: Lf Q~

Amps: 2 f6
Temp: .llt.5..___

Battery Volts:~
__
2;_ _

OH C.hecked
Before:
After: ___,,_,,,.~_
WaterCK: V
Battery CK: ✓ ~

VtsuatCK:

✓

.•
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APPENDIX:
3 - Document furnished by

(

Incubation and Rearing Response
A combination of surface water from the upper gravity intake, pumped surface water from the lower
intake, and pumped well water from the wells were the water sources in use at the time of the power
failure. The gravity fed surface water and pumped surface water was supplying the incubation room.
About sixty minutes into the power failure staff began to drain vertical incubators containing eyed eggs.
Yearling Coho ponds were monitored for dissolved oxygen. DO's remained seven parts per million or
above in these ponds until power was restored. These Coho were the only fish in rearing vessels on
station.
One portable Honda gas pump was able to lift water from Minter Creek to one head trough suppling ten
vertical incubator stacks with White River Spring Chinook alevins.
The fire department was called in hopes of pumping water into the incubation rooms. All engines where
in use for other emergencies in the area. They dispatched an aide unit with two support personnel that
offered two small pumps that could not be used for our purpose.
Three teams were assembled. Team one worked to plumb water from the surface water intake into the
incubation room. Team two monitored D.O.'s in Coho ponds and the Honda incubation pump. They also
attempted to get surface water into a raceway and then pump it into the incubation room.
Both teams failed to complete their respective efforts before power was restored.

(

Team three worked on getting the generator back on line. The generator was successfully restarted
around 8:30. P.U.D. power was restored around 9:00pm the generator was repaired.
Estimated Losses
Six hundred to eight hundred thousand White River Spring Chinook out of one million on station.
1.5 million Minter Fall Chinook. This represents the entire program.
4.2 million Deschutes Fall Chinook. This represents the entire program.
Survived
4.2 million chum. The ruff handling draining the incubators may have ca1.1sed some loss. These eggs are
not yet eyed.
1.3 million eyed Coho.
Six hundred and fifty thousand yearling Coho.
Crews have gone right to work "cleaning up" the facility. There may be some survival in the Fall Chinook
incubators.

(

Operation Managers Timeline

5:35 I missed a call from Minter.
5:35 Returned the Minter call. (HS-4) explained that the power was out and the generator would
not start. After talking some ideas through she describing a "clicking'' in the starter and I suggested she
try to jump start using jumper cables. (HS-3) was also on site and assisting in trying to solve
the problem. I told her to continue troubling shooting the situation and that I would contact the chain of
command and would get support to the facility.
5:40 Called -

and talked about jumping batteries and any ideas he might have.

5:44 Called Minter and ran a couple of more idea by them. Told them it was ok to jump batteries.
5:46 Called -

(HS-4) to get any ideas.

A couple of more calls between 6:05 Called 6:05 Called -

and I followed. I then left to go to Minter.

Did not leave a message.
and left a message.

Made a couple of calls to -

and -

brainstorming.

6:10 Called -

(HS-3) and asked if he could help at Minter. Confirmed that he could.

6:12 Called -

and did not leave a message.

6:15 Called -

(HS-2) for assistance. He headed out to Minter.

More calls between all the parties trying to organize the group and find a solution.
6:29 Received a call from and filled him in that we still did not have power, who had been
contacted and what we were working on.
6:45 Called -

again. He informed me people were on their way.

When I arrived at the facility the crew had already got a pump running to an incubation head trough and
were monitoring the yearling Coho while trying to divert creek water into the incubation .
•
arrived sometime before eight. Shortly after that 8:30 the generator was started and power was restored.

arrived. I think is was sometime before

(

What did Work

answering his phone right away, talking through the situation, and sending the right folks
into the field to solve the generator problem. The consequence of not contacting someone in CAMP
could have made the problem more serious.
returning a phone call in a timely manner. •
also drove to Minter and while on site was a
positive presence with a professional demeanor. He may have been the one to reset the relay that made
the generator operational again.
The Minter crew who was there and the Hatchery Specialist that arrived from surrounding facilities that
volunteered to come in and tried to do as much as could be done with the circumstances that
surrounded them.
The local fire departments willingness to respond and provide as much help as they could.

(

(

Considerations for the Future
Person on site could communicate directly with the person who is the expert in dealing with the
problem at hand (electrical, generator, pumps, etc). In this case the HS-4 contacted their supervisor, the
Operations Manager, who then contacted CAMP. There was no direct communication with on site staff
and the person with the expertise to solve the problem for two hours.
It was suggested by battery system.

. that the generators using four batteries for starting be converted to a two

Test generators more frequently than once a month. This may put more ware on the system then is
necessary but staff and equipment would be better prepared and have more repetition and experience.
Operation Managers Role
•

Keep updated on emergency procedures and protocols at facilities.

•

Ensure staff is informed on how and who to communicate with.

Hatchery Specialist Four
•

Develop and maintain emergency response protocols.

•

Ensure emergency procedures are communicated and understood by staff.

•
•

Keep emergency contacts posted and current.
Responsible for making sure that these procedures and protocols are followed.

Hatchery Specialist Three
•

Ensure emergency procedures are communicated and understood by staff.

•
•

Keep emergency contacts posted and current.
Responsible for making sure that these procedures and protocols are followed.

(

Response to Generator Emergency
Protocol for emergency generator operations is to test run the generator once a month. The last test run
of this generator was October 8, 2018.
This generator has an automated start and transfer system. The power for the facility failed at
approximately 5:30. The generator attempted and failed to start. The reason for the failure to start is
not understood at this time.
(HS-4) was on stand by duty and responded to the
generator failure. (HS-3) also responded and provided assistance. They were unable to
manually start the generator. The generator had red indicator lights flashing. The lights were la bled, Aux
Power and Air Damper.
The generator uses four twelve volt batteries connected by cables to create a twenty four volt system.
One post and one battery cable had been over heated to the point of partially melting. The HS-4 went to
the local NAPA store to get batteries and cables. The HS-3 attempted to use batteries from vehicles on
station to start the generator. The HS-4 returned with new batteries and cables, installed them, and the
generator still did not start. At around 8:00 from the Lacey shop arrived and went to work on the
generator. He contacted
the generator specialist for the agency who was in route to the
facility. After some conversation and or were able to get the generator running. arrived and explained that a relay of some sort had been tripped and demonstrated how to reset it.
There are a several things yet to be understood to determine what took place.
•

Why was the generator not tested in November and December and would that have indicated
a problem in the system.

•
•

Were the battery cables loose or corroded causing the post and cable to partially melt.
Were the original batteries charged or dead.

•

Was the charging system worki'ng properly.

•
•

Was the emergency shut off switch depressed by staff triggering the relay that was tripped.
When the emergency shut off switch was reset did it not reset the relay making it so the
generator would not start manually.

•

In this case there was no direct communication with onsite staff and the person with the
expertise to solve the problem ) for two hours.

will be coming out Monday to see if we can answer some of these questions regarding generator
operations.
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APPENDIX:
4- Minter Creek Hatchery Operations Manual (2018)

(

Minter Creek
Operations Manual

2018
Minter Creek Hatchery History
The Minter Creek Salmon Hatchery is located on the Key Peninsula, north of Gig Harbor at 12710
124th Avenue Court KPN. The hatchery was constructed in 1936-37 as part of the Works Progress
Administration enacted by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt to bolster the nation's economy. Originally
designed as a research station (with the current residence two serving as the laboratory), the hatchery is
now focused on creating commercial and sport fishing opportunities. Beginning in 1992, Minter Creek went
through an extensive rebuild, including 21 raceways, a water reuse system, and a pollution abatement pond .

Program
Minter Creek, working closely with Hupp Springs rearing ponds and Coulter Creek hatchery, raises
four distinct species of Pacific Salmon: Spring and Fall Chinook, Coho, and Chum. The Current future brood
document reads as follows:

Spring Chinook: Minter Creek acts as a trapping site for White river Spring Chinook to be spawned and
reared largely at Hupp Springs. This is an E.S.A listed species with the goal to raise 400,000 fish . .

Fall Chinook: Currently Minter Creek takes 2.6 million eggs. 750,000 of these go to Grover's Creek in November as eyed eggs. 1,250,000 are released at Minter Creek. Additionally, we receive 4,575,000 Deschutes
stock Fall Chinook from Tumwater Falls. Those fish are raised at Coulter Creek ..

Coho: Minter Creek takes 1.43 million Coho eggs. 500,000 are reared at Minter. These will be released as
yearlings the following year, half in May and half in July. 735,000 are shipped out to various different co-ops.

Chum: Minter Creek takes 4.5 million chum eggs. 2,000,000 are released at 450 to the pound at Minter,
with the rest shipped out as eyed eggs to co-op groups.

Pinks: Minter Creek no longer raises Pink Salmon . The returning adults are to be trucked upstream.
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Facility
(
Main Building: This building consists of the hatchery office, break room, locker room, restrooms, dry
storage and visitor center.

Incubation: Minter Creek has 8 incubation rooms, labeled A through H. Each of these rooms is installed
with 20 vertical heath stacks, totaling 320 trays per room. Every room can be supplied with well water or
creek water as desired.

Ponds 1 through 12: 10 x 100 ponds that can receive flow from the 4 creek pumps or from the upstream

intake.

Ponds 13 through 16: 20 x 120 ponds used for holding adults, as well as yearling fish. The most common

source for water here is re-use, though creek water can also be utilized.

Ponds 17 through 21: 20 x 120 ponds that can be supplied with creek or reuse water.

(

Re-use Vault: This vault collects second-pass water that has traveled through any of the 21 ponds. There are
5 pumps that average 1200 gallons per minute, and one submersible pump that produces 1000 gallons per
minute. From here, water can be pumped to the re-use tower or the fish ladder.

Re-use Tower: Reuse water is pumped from the reuse vault to the reuse tower where it can be distributed

to ponds 13-21. The tower consists of 4 packed columns, each containing bio rings inside to help
re-oxygenate the reuse water.

Fish Ladder: This long channel of stepped pools is supplied by the re-use pumps, allowing returning adult
salmon to make their way to the trap. On average, the ladder has 1700 gallons per minute running through it
(with 17 turns on the supply handle).

Trap: The trap sits at the top of the fish ladder. From a separate tower, employees can collect broodstock

by manipulating an electric-powered crowder. These fish can be sent to any one of ponds 13-16.

Barrier Dam: Minter Creek is blocked off by a row of gates and screens at the barrier dam while adults are

returning. Because Chinook are not native to Minter Creek, they are prohibited from spawning upstream
naturally.

Feed Room: This room consists of a main storage room, a freezer room, and a generator room which

houses the hatchery's backup generator.

P.A. Pond: Two pollution abatement ponds are located just northwest of the feed room. Waste vacuumed
from the ponds is sent to one of these (only one runs at a time). In May, the line is switched to the opposite
pond to begin drying the previous year's accumulated waste. In the summer the dried waste is removed.

Water Supply
Minter Creek has four sources of useable water: the upstream intake, the lower intake, three wells,
and a reuse pump station.
Upstream Intake- The upstream intake is located a half mile upstream from the hatchery proper. A dam

blocks the creek, diverting a portion of the water to the intake. A wooden rack keeps larger debris out, with a
set of screens inside that blocks most of the smaller debris. Behind the screens is a pipe that runs the length
of the intake road, connecting with the creek pump supply line and also branching down to ponds 17 - 21.
This is completely gravity fed and is the main source of water for ponds 17 - 21. A small fish ladder located
next to the intake provides fish passage.

(

Figurel: Upstream Intake

(

Figure2: Lower Intake

(

Lower Intake- This is a small dam with a denil fishway for fish passage. The water flows into the intake
structure and travels to the creek pump vault. From there the water can be pumped to any of the 21 rearing
ponds. Each of these four pumps supplies approximately 1200 gallons per minute.

Wells- The hatchery has four wells. All of the wells have an artesian effect that will supply a very small
amount of water to incubation in the result of a power loss. Note: Wells number 1 and 4 cannot be run
simultaneously because they are on the same aquifer and will run it dry.

Well #1: This well is located directly north of the P.A. Pond. It supplies approximately 120 gpm to
incubation.

Well #2: This well is¼ of the way down the intake road, inside a fenced area on the west side of the road .
This is the hatcheries largest well, supplying 800 gpm to incubation.

Well #3: This well, located behind the shop, supplies approximately 80 gpm. This well is also referred to as
Tom's well.

Well #4: This well is located just north of the bridge leading to the residences and the shop. It produces
approximately 80 gpm.

Note: In some instances the wells will lose power due to the breaker tripping . This breaker can be found on
the south side of the P.A. pond and is labeled "Well Pumps 480V."

(

Reuse-The reuse system draws water from the outflow of ponds 1-21 as determined by hatchery
employees. At the end of each bank of ponds sit a red and a white valve wheel. The red valve will send the
outflow water back to the creek if it is opened, and the white will send it to the reuse vault. From there it can
be pumped to ponds 13-21, or to the fish ladder. Each of the five standard pumps produces approximately
1200 gpm, with the sixth submersible pump producing 1000 gpm. Before traveling to any pond, the water is
pushed to the re-use tower where it is re-oxygenated by falling through a column filled with bio rings.

Water Supply to 1-12

Water to ponds 1-12 can be supplied from two locations. The creek pump vault that is supplied from the
lower intake is set up year-round to feed these ponds. By turning on one of these pumps, water will be
automatically forced to whichever pond valves have been opened. These can be opened by using a valve key
on the valve located under the black covers in front of each individual pond.

Note: For every one creek pump that is running, there must be at least three ponds open or back-pressure
will be applied to the creek pump, putting undue stress on the pump itself.

(

Water can also be supplied to 1-12 from the upper intake by opening the valve located on the northwest
corner of the 1-12 pond bank (labeled as valve 1 on the as-built). This will push water to whichever pond
valve has been opened.

Note: Water from the upper intake and the lower intake cannot be used simultaneously to feed ponds 1-12
as they will fight against each other, causing a decrease in efficiency.

Blowoffs

There are 2 blowoffs for ponds 1-12, the main line blowoff and a snow valve blowoff.

Main Blowoff: The main blowoff allows the sediment built up in the supply line feeding ponds 1-12 to be
blown back to the creek. Opening this weekly can reduce the amount of sediment traveling to the ponds.
The valve for this blowoff is located at the northeast corner of ponds 1-12.

Snow-valve Blowoff: Ponds 1-12 each have a snow-valve located in the kettle that allows water to be
drained from the pond. Because the line for these valves is connected, sediment can tend to accumulate in
it. There is a snow-valve blowoff that can help reduce this buildup. The valve for this blowoff is located to the
west of the pond bank, in line with the snow valves.

Water Supply to 13-16
(
Water can be supplied to 13-16 from the upstream intake, the lower intake, or the reuse vault. Each of these
sources will first pass through the distribution box located south of the hatchery building. This distribution
box contains four small vaults that each feed one individual pond. These vaults are opened by a valve key
sitting on the south side of the distribution box. Water can further be manipulated to go to individual pond
vaults by adding or removing boards on each side of the vaults.

Reuse: Ponds 13-16 are generally fed by reuse water pumped from the reuse vault. This water comes
through the four packed columns that sit atop the distribution box, to then drop into one of the aforemen7
tioned pond vaults. To accomplish this supply method, the four sets of boards on the north side of the pond
vaults must be even with each other in height, which will allow the water to drop in evenly.

Note: As long as the water is dropping into one of the pond vaults, flows can be checked here to get a general
idea of the gpm traveling to each pond, though the more accurate method would be to check flows at the
outflow boards of each individual pond after raising the outflow standpipes fully.

(

Upstream Intake: Water can be forced to the distribution box by opening the large valve (labeled as valve 2
on the as-built) that sits on the west side of the distribution box structure. This valve will allow the gravity-fed
water from the upper intake to flow into the south side of the distribution box. To allow the water to fall
evenly into the pond vaults, the boards must be even with each other in height.

Lower Intake: To get water from the lower intake to the distribution box, the valve on the northwest corner-of ponds 1-12 (valve 1 on the as-built) must be opened, which will allow the pumped water to flow
down the main line. The valve sitting on the west side of the distribution box (valve 2 on the as-built) must
then be opened to allow the water to enter the distribution box.

Note: All manipulation of the water flowing to ponds 13-16 is controlled by adding or removing the boards
that sit on each side of the pond vaults. By doing this an employee can control whether a pond receives
reuse or fresh water by blocking or allowing water from one side of the box.

Snow-valve Blowoff: Ponds 13-21 have one continuous snow valve line that can be blown off to reduce
sediment in the line. The valve for this blowoff is located on the north side of ponds 13-16, beside the stairs
leading to the ponds.

(

Water Supply to 17-21
Both creek water and reuse water can be supplied to ponds 17-21 by opening the valves that sit at the head
end of each pond.

Reuse: Reuse water can be fed to ponds 17-21 by opening the valves that sit under the yellow caps in front
of the individual pond using a valve key. This will allow water that is pumped to the reuse tower to feed the
pond.

Upstream Intake: Creek water can be supplied to ponds 17-21 from the upstream intake by simply opening
the valves under the green caps using a valve key. This water source is set up year round to flow to these
ponds, and unless other steps have been taken (forcing it to ponds 1-12 or 13-16), it will flow here naturally.

Lower Intake: Water can be forced down the mainline from the lower intake by opening the valve on the
northwest corner of ponds 1-12 (valve 1 on the as-built). This water can then be utilized here by opening the
green valves in front of each individual pond.

Blowoffs
Ponds 17-21 have two blowoffs located near the head end of pond 21, one for the re-use line and one for the
gravity fed line. By opening these weekly an employee can reduce the amount of sediment traveling to
ponds 17-21.

Tra pping Adults
(
Minter Creek Hatchery traps adults from May to December. To set up the trapping process several steps
must be taken: set-up the barrier dam, prepare the ladder, and sort fish into the hatchery from the sorting
tower.

(

Figure3: Barrier Dam

Barrier Dam
During non-trapping months the barrier dam is opened to allow free passage for naturally migrating fish in
the creek. When the hatchery is actively trapping, the barrier dam must be set-up to force fish into the
ladder. The first step in this process is to drop the 8 aluminum racks into their slots (2 large and 8 smaller
racks). Next, close each of the swinging gates that line the dam. This will create an effective barrier to force
fish into the fish ladder.

Fish Ladder

\,

Before beginning the trapping process the ladder must be checked to ensure that all boards are wedged
properly, from the top of the fish ladder to the bottom. After this has been completed, the valve controlling
the water flow down the ladder is turned on 17-18 turns using the valve key that sits at the top of the stairs
leading to the topside of the trap.

(

Figure 4: Trap

Sorting
Adults can be sorted into ponds 13-16 by using pneumatic gates that can be controlled from the sorting

1. Turn on the high pressure pump located on the west side of the reuse tower (this will supply the spray
bars on the chute with water).
2. Turn on the high pressure spigot located on the south side of the sorting tower to force water to the
chute spray bars (spray bar valves are located on the chute underneath the sorting tower to supply water to
each individual chute leading to ponds 13-16). These spray bars must be opened for each pond that is being
trapped into.

Note: If there are ponds of fish on reuse at the time of trapping, it is recommended that staff turn
down the trap supply valve (located at the top of the stairs) 10 turns while running the trap so as not
to steal too much water from these ponds while in the act of trapping.

l

4. Close chute drain by pushing down the lever that sits directly under the beginning of the chute. This will
wet the chute to make for easier fish travel. Employees have the option of leaving the lever down so the fish
have easier passage, or lifting it back up so the fish do not have a waterway to swim back up the chute.

(

Figure 5: Sorting Control Panel

5. A control panel inside the sorting tower allows for full operation of the gates and the powered crowder.
Turn gate power and air comp toggle switches· to on. Turn crowder control toggle switch to local (this allows
the crowder to be operated from the tower). Flip gate toggle switches to open pneumatic gates leading to
each individual pond. The gate switches correspond as follows: Gate #1 = pond 13, Gate #2 = pond 14, Gate
#3 = pond 15, Gate #4 = pond 16, and Gate #5 = upstream: lf no gate is opened the fish will travel back
downstream. Fish will be sorted into a specific pond (or up or downstream) as directed by the Fish Hatchery
Specialist 4. Note: There are removable sections of the pipes leading downstream and to pond 16. Ensure
that these sections are in place before sorting to either of these 2 locations.
6. Hold the UP button to raise the powered crowder all the way. Next, hold the REVERSE button to move the
crowder to the back of the trap. Tap the DOWN button to bring the crowder so that it rests on the floor of
the trap. Note: After pressing the DOWN button, the crowder will free fall. This can be stopped by quickly
pressing the UP button. If this is not pressed, the crowder can be damaged and fish can be harmed by the
falling crowder. It is advised that employees halt the free fall several times before gently letting it come to
rest on the bottom. Hold the FORWARD button to pull the crowder toward the chute.
7. When the crowder is at the front of the trap, use the UP button to lift the crowder up. This will force fish
to exit the trap and head down the chute to the intended pond. Note: Care must be taken when forcing fish
from the trap. If many fish are in the trap, the employee may not have the ability to pull the trap all the way
forward as the fish will block the crowder itself. Use caution and always err on the side of keeping the fish
healthy.
8. When it appears all fish have left the trap, walk to the topside of the trap to ensure that there are none
remaining. If there are some fish remaining, the CROWDER CONTROL toggle switch can be flipped to remote
to allow employee to control the crowder from the topside of the trap. This allows for easier manipulation of
fish inside the trap.
9. Once all fish are sorted into their respective ponds, make sure crowder is pulled all the way forward and
low enough so that fish cannot escape the trap. (This can be accomplished by ensuring that the red marks on
the metal crowder are below the red marks on the black frame. These can be seen in figure 4).
10. Reverse steps 1-3 to return trap to normal operating position.

Maintenance
(

At the beginning and end of the season the compressor located under the tower must be bled by opening the
valve on the underside of it. The pneumatic oil reservoir must also be checked at the beginning of the season
(and periodically throughout) to ensure that there is enough oil to run the chute gates. This reservoir is located just outside of the compressor box.

(

Figure 6: Compressor Box

Figure 7: Oil Reservoir

Incubation
(
Minter Creek Hatchery has 8 incubation rooms, labeled A through H, each containing 20 vertical stacks for a
total of 320 trays per room. These rooms can be supplied with well, creek, or mixed water at the employees'
discretion.

Water Supply

Well Water: To supply an incubation room with well water an employee must first close the drain valve
that sits on the sidewalk directly south of the incubation tower, covered by a black valve cap (labled as valve
3 on the as-built). This closes the tower drain, allowing the water to travel from the tower to the incubation
rooms. Note: The incubation tower has an overflow drain that runs to the creek so there is no possibility of
creating a deadhead from one of the well pumps. Next, the valves located behind the doors in both G and B
room must be open to allow the well water to travel to the head troughs of these rooms' respective sides (B
room opens the water to the rooms located on the north side and G to the rooms on the south). Once these
steps are taken a well pump can be turned on to pump water to the incubation tower and ultimately to the
incubation rooms. Each well is turned on by using a pump key but this MUST NOT be done until the supply
valve has been opened to allow the water a free path to travel. If this step is not taken it can result in destruction of the pump and possible injury. Each well has a valve located close that utilizes a valve key to open,
with the exception of well #3 (Tom's well). This valve is located behind the shop and can be opened using a
pipe wrench. The final step to get water to the actual stacks is to open the well valves located above the
troughs in each individual room. This will supply water to whichever trough(s) the employee chooses. Note:
There are two sets of valves over each trough, one for creek water and one for well water. The valve to
supply well water to the troughs is always the one closest to the incubation hallway.

Figure 6: Well and creek valve to incubation

(

Creek Water: To supply an incubation room with creek water the employee must first ensure that the
valve just to the west of the creek pump box (labeled as valve 4 on the as-built) is open. This valve is
traditionally kept open year round. Next, the valve located inside the creek pump box must be opened, which
will allow the water to travel to the rooms. Then the valves located behind the doors of rooms C and F must
be opened to allow water to flow to the troughs (the same process as with well water, just different rooms; C
controlling the north side and F controlling the south). Note: As with well pumps, these valves must be
opened before starting the creek pump or it will result in damage to the pump and possible injury. The creek
pump itself can then be started by use of a pump key on the panel located beside the incubation tower.
Opening the valves inside of each room (over the troughs) will allow the creek water to flow to each individual trough. Note: There are two sets of valves over each trough, one for creek water and one for well water.
The valve to supply creek water to the troughs is always the one closest to the outside of the building. The
creek pump is set at 800-850 gpm and cannot be adjusted. Because of this, if the hatchery is not using the full
gpm from the pump, then the blow-off located on the east side of the hatchery building, directly out of the
double doors leading from the incubation hallway, should be opened to alleviate some of the pressure. This
can be adjusted as more and more of the creek pump water is used in the incubation rooms, until fully closing it when the hatchery is utilizing the full amount of the water. Note: When starting the creek pump for the
first time each season, the blow-off should be opened to clear the line of sand and debris. This is located directly out of the double doors leading from the incubation hallway to the east side of the building. The valve
can be opened with a large valve key. This should be done before starting the pump and the employee
should let it run for approximately 10-15 minutes before closing the blow-off down.

Formalin Treatments

(

1. Barrel #1 valve
(

2. Barrel #2/Return Barrel valve
3. Formalin exit to rooms valve
4. Formalin return line valve
5. Pressure relief valve
6. Individual room valves

Treatment Procedure
· Always run formalin from barrel #2/return barrel to avoid running the pump dry
· When treating a new batch of eggs, always check emitters to ensure that they are working properly
1. Make sure that valves to individual rooms that contain eggs are open (#6)

2. Open valves 2, 3, and 4
3. Open valve 5 to provide pressure relief to system (The fewer eggs that are in incubation, the more this
valve will be open so that there will be less force going through the line. This valve will be adjusted as
the season progresses to raise the pressure in the line as more emitters are opened.)
4. Set timer (#7) for fifteen minutes. This will start the treatment and automatically shut it off after fifteen
minutes.
(

5. Pressure gauge should not read above 10 PSI. If it does, measure formalin for one minute from a single
incubation room emitter. Target goal is 25 ml/min.
6. Check emitters during treatment to ensure that none of them are faulty. (Wear a respirator.)
7. Check incubation room alarms.
8. When treatment is finished, close valves 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Transferring Formalin From Barrel #1 to Barrel #2

1. Insert new barrel into Barrel #1 position
2. Add a small amount of Aquashade to new barrel
3. Open valves 1 and 5
4. Start timer (this will begin pumping from barrel #1 to barrel #2)
5. Allow barrel #2 to fill until you have desired amount (Do not leave for a prolonged period of time during
this procedure as there is a possibility that barrel #1 will empty, causing the pump to run dry, or that
you will overfill barrel #2, causing a formalin spill.)
6. When transfer is complete, close valves 1 and 5

Abatement Ponds (P.A. Ponds)

(

Minter Creek hatchery has a pollution abatement system that includes two adjacent ponds. Waste from the
ponds and raceways is vacuumed to the pollution abatement pond. Only one pond is used in each calendar
year. In May, the active pond should be switched over to allow the pond that had been in use to dry out.
The sediment may then be removed by the construction crew when they come to dig out the intakes
(usually in August). The pollution abatement ponds are also where the venturi pump water is supplied
from.

(

\
Figure #: Pollution Abatement Ponds

Switching the P.A. Ponds

(

To begin pumping waste from the ponds into the dry pond, a few steps must be taken.
1. The inflow valve leading to the manifold must be closed to the pond that will no longer be in use, and the

valve opened to the new pond.
2. Raise the pond drain by turning the wheel in the corner of the pond so that the drain is higher than the
desired water level. The vaccumed waste will now settle in this pond.

Draining the Out of Use Pond
1. Open the valve on the central vault that leads to the new pond and close the valve leading to the previ-

ous year's pond. This will allow the drained water to be pumped to the new pond.
2.

Lower the drain in the other pond slowly, which will allow the pond water to flow to the central vault.
This must be done in increments so as not to allow too much debris to fall down the drain. This process
will not remove all of the water from the pond, as at some point the solid material will be higher than
the water. From this point an employee must use a trash pump to remove the remaining water.
Note: The central vault has two floats inside of it which will automatically trigger the pump to move the

water to the new pond, as long as the valves to the new pond are open .

(

The Venturi Vacuuming System
Minter Creek has a venturi pump that allows all ponds and
raceways to be vacuumed without the use of a trash pump.
This venturi pump is located near the pollution abatement
pond. To vacuum using the venturi system, a few steps
must be taken:
1. Each pond or raceway has a set of vacuum lines that

run the length of the pond. In order to get suction
through these lines, the valve at the head of the
raceway or pond must be opened.
2. Hook a 2 inch hose to the vaccum line, then attach a
vacuum pole to it.
3. Start the venturi pump by using a pump key at the panel in front of the P.A. pond.
4. The employee is now ready to vacuum.
Note: The valve at the head end of the pond or raceway
must be opened before starting the venturi pump or damage can occur to the pump.

Pumps
(
Minter Creek Hatchery has an assortment of stationary pumps for various purposes. These pumps include:
•

4 Standard Creek Pumps

•

5 Standard Re-use Pumps

•

1 Submersible Re-use Pump

•

1 Incubation Creek Water Pump

•

1 High Pressure Pump

•

1 Venturi Pump

Standard Creek and Reuse Pumps
These 11 pumps supply either water from the lower intake or reuse water. These are included together
because the operation and the output of the pumps are the same. These pumps supply approximately 1200
gallons per minute, per pump. Note: When starting these pumps the employee must make certain that the
heater indicator light is on or the electronics may be damaged when started. This indicator light ensures that
the heater inside of the panel is working, eliminating any moisture inside.

(

Starting these pumps is as simple as inserting a
pump key and turning it to auto. Note: When
starting the creek pumps make sure that the
water has a place to flow or damage may occur
to the pumps. The reuse pumps do not have
this danger as the reuse tower has an overflow
drain.

Reset Button
Pump Key Slot
Heater Indicator
Light

Submersible Reuse Pump
The submersible reuse pump is located alongside the 5 standard reuse pumps. This pump supplies approximately 1000 gallons per minute to the reuse tower. Like the standard pumps, this pump can be started by
simply inserting a pump key and turning it to auto.

Power Switch

Reset Button

Pump Key Slot

Incubation Creek Water Pump
(

The incubation creek water pump supplies approximately 800-850 gallons per minute of creek water to incubation . This water is pulled off of the main line from the upper intake. Note: When this pump is started it will
take away water from any ponds that are being supplied by the upper intake . This pump can be started by
inserting a pump key in the panel beside the well tower. Before doing so the employee must make certain
that the valve inside of the box that contains the pump is open .

High Pressure Pump
The high pressure pump, located next to the reuse tower, can be used to supply water to 11/2 inch cam-lock
spigots scattered around the hatchery. This pump can be started by inserting a pump key into the panel beside the pump. Note: Before starting the pump, the employee must make certain that the pump is not w interized, and that it has relief, or damage can occur to the pump .

Winterizing the High Pressure Pump

The high pressure pump must be winterized when not in use if temperatures are freezing, or will reach
freezing. This can be accomplished through the following steps:
1. Open the two drain valves located under the black caps near the pump. This will allow the water in the

supply and exit line to drain.

2. Close the supply valve located under the green cap near the pump to stop incoming water.
3. Open the two petcocks on the pump itself to allow it to drain of water.
4. To de-winterize, reverse the steps above.

Supply Valve ·
Drain Valves
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Venturi Pump
The venturi pump supplies the water which allows the venturi vacuum system to work. This water is supplied
from the P.A. Pond that is currently in operation. This pump can be started using a pump key. Note: The employee must make certain that a vacuum line valve (Located at the head ends of ponds or raceways) is open
before starting the pump or damage can occur to the pump.
Winterizing the Venturi Pump

The venturi pump must be winterized when not in use if temperatures are freezing, or will reach freezing.
This can be accomplished through the following steps:
1. Open the insulated box near the pump panel. Close the valve leading to the P.A. pond that is currently in

operation using the valve lever .
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Petcocks

.

Pipe to the Western
Pond (Left when looking from the Central
Vault)
Pipe to the Eastern
Pond (Right when looking from the Central
Vault)

Valve Lever

2. Open the two petcocks on the venturi pump.

(
Petcocks

(

3. Open the petcocks on the manifold riser that dumps into the P.A. pond currently in use.
4. Reverse steps 1-3 to un-winterize the system.

(

Manifold
Petcocks

Generator
Minter Creek Hatchery has a generator that is capable of powering the entire hatchery facility, including the
houses. This generator will automatically start if the power fails. If the power does go out, an employee must
flip the transfer switches in the generator room to supply power from the generator to the houses. This generator should be run bi-weekly to exercise it and to ensure that everything is working _as it should.

Running the Generator
The generator can be run with or without a load. To run it with a load the following steps must be taken :
1. Flip alarm panel zones 1,2,4,5, and 6 to yellow. This will ensure that the yelper does not sound when the

generator starts. There will be a temporary blip in the pumps and wells as they transfer to generator
power, which will cause the alarms to go off.
2. Turn off all computers to avoid damage to them
in case of a power surge.
3. Do Pre-run inspection: Check oil, radiator fluid,
test the day tank, inspect generator for wear,
fluid leaks, or corrosion on the batteries. Record
on generator test log.
4. Turn transfer switch located on panel opposite of
generator from auto to hand. After a short delay, the generator will start. This will run the generator with a load. Note: Employees must be
wearing ear protection at this point as the generator will be extremely loud when it is running.
5. Switch alarm panel zones back to green after the
power is transferred (after a 10-15 second delay
the power will go out and then come back on as
it switches to generator power).
6. Employee should check all currently used alarms
to ensure that they are working properly. They
should also set off at least one alarm while the
alarm panel is not bypassed to make sure the
alarm company is contacted and responds in an
appropriate amount of time.
7. Check diagnostics on the generator as it is running and record (amps, watts, etc.).
8. Turn switch back to auto to transfer back to main power. The generator will take approximately 10-15
minutes to stop running.

Fire Pump
Minter Creek Hatchery has a fire pump that may be used by the local fire department in the spring/summer
months. This pump is inactive from November through April and must be winterized during this time frame.

Activating the Fire Pump

1. Close valves on top and front of both fire hydrants. (Near the lower intake and beside the
reuse tower.)
2. Close the drain valve with the black cap that sits just to the south of the pump itself. (1)
3. Open the supply valve with the orange cap that sits just to the south of the pump itself. At
this point, water should be flowing from the petcock on the underside of the pump. (2)
4. Close the petcock on the underside of the fire pump.
5. Close the drain valve with the black cover that sits just to the west of the fire pump. (3)
6. Open the supply valve with the orange cap that sits just to the west of the fire pump. (4)
7. Open supply valve with the black cover that sits just to the south of the fire hydrant near

(

the lower intake.
8. Open the supply valve with the black cover that sits just to the north of the fire hydrant by
the reuse tower.
9. Place the fire pump control on the panel in auto using a pump key. This will ensure that the
pump will start if the fire hydrants are opened.

Testing the Fire Hydrant

(

The fire pump should be tested when it is activated to ensure proper working order. This can
be done by opening one of the valves located on the hydrants themselves. This should start
the fire pump and allow water to come out of the hydrant. Once water is flowing from the
hydrant the employee can turn the fire pump to off on the panel. This will make it easier to
close the valve on the hydrant. Note: Employees should be sure to turn the panel back to auto
when done with the test.

Winterizing the Fire Pump
1. Turn the fire pump to off on the control panel using a pump key.

2. Shut off both supply valves with the orange caps near the fire pump.
3.

Open both drain valves with the black caps near the fire pump.

4. Close petcock on the pump.
5.

(

Open both front and top valves on fire hydrants.

(
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Minter Creek has a 16 zone alarm panel. Each zone corresponds to an alarm probe (or bank of probes). Em(

ployees must react to the alarms according to what zone is triggered.
Zone 1-lncubation Room North: This zone will trigger if there is low water in the head trough of any of the

incubation rooms on the north side of the hatchery building (A-D). The most common reason for this alarm is
a power outage. Though the pumps are set to restart when the generator transfers, there are sometimes issues with the restart. The most common issue is that the breaker for the wells tripped in the restart process.
This can be fixed by resetting the breaker labeled "Well Pumps 480V" near the P.A. Pond manifold (as detailed in the wells section of the manual).
Zone 2-lncubation Room South: This zone will trigger if there is low water in the head trough of any of the

incubation rooms on the south side of the hatchery building (E-H). The most common fix for this alarm is the
same as Zone 1.
Zone 3- Incubation Tower: This zone will trigger if the incubation tower loses water. The tower receives

water from the wells so the only reason for this alarm will be if one of the wells stops running. As above, the
most common reason for this will be the tripped breaker by the P.A. Pond that controls the wells.
Zone 4-lntake Pumps: This zone will trigger if one of the creek intake pumps stops running (and the alarm

switch for that pump is turned on) or if the lower intake vault water falls too low. If the pumps stop running it
will most likely be due to a power outage or surge. The remedy for this will most likely be to reset the pump
or flip the power switch on the pump itself. If the vault is low the lower intake is blocked which means an
employee must brush the screens on the lower intake.
Zone 5-Reuse Pumps: This zone will trigger if the reuse pump vault falls too low or if one of the reuse

pumps stops running (and the alarm switch for that pump is turned on). If a pump has stopped running, the
most common reason is a power outage or surge. The remedy for this will most often be to reset the pump
or flip the power switch on the pump itself. If the vault is low, it will most likely be due to a lack of flow in the
ponds supplying the water to the reuse vault. This may be because the screens are plugged on that pond or
that the intake supplying water to the pond is blocked. In this instance an employee must either brush the
screens or the intake.
Zone 6-A/C Power: This zone will trigger any time there is a power outage or possibly a power surge, but

the alarm should stop once the generator begins running and the power transfer is complete. If it doesn't
then there may be an issue with the generator automatically starting. The employee may have to manually
start the generator.
Zone 7-Hupp Springs Hatchery: This zone will trigger if an alarm has went off at Hupp Springs. This may be

due to several things and an employee must go to Hupp Springs to determine the cause of the alarm.
Zone 8-Coulter Creek Hatchery: This zone will trigger if an alarm has went off at Coulter Creek . This may be

due to several things and an employee must go to Coulter Creek to determine the cause of the alarm.
Zone 9-Ponds 1-12: This zone will trigger if any one of the levels on ponds 1-12 with probes falls too low.

The most common reason for this will be a blocked intake (whichever one is supplying water to these ponds)
or one of the creek pumps has stopped running. In the latter instance, the zone 9 alarm will usually be accompanied by a zone-4 intake pump alarm.

Zone 10-Ponds 13-16: This zone will trigger if any of the levels on ponds 13-16 with probes falls too low. The

(

cause for this alarm depends on whether these ponds are being supplied by creek water or reuse water. If 13
-16 are being supplied by creek water, the most common reason for this alarm will be a blocked intake ·
(whichever one is supplying water to these ponds) or one of the creek pumps has stopped running. In the
latter instance, the zone 9 alarm will usually be accompanied by a zone-4 intake pump alarm. If these ponds
are being supplied by reuse water, the alarm could be due to a reuse pump stopping or the reuse vault being
too low. In this case this alarm will be accompanied by a zone 5 alarm.
Zone 11-Ponds 17-21: This zone will trigger if any one of the levels on ponds 17-21 with probes falls too low.

The most common reason for this will be a blocked intake (whichever one is supplying water to these ponds)
or one of the creek pumps has stopped running. In the latter instance, the zone 9 alarm will usually be accompanied by a zone-4 intake pump alarm.
Zone 12-Freezer: This zone will trigger if the alarm button is manually pressed inside of the freezer. This is

an emergency button in case an employee is trapped inside of the freezer.
Zone 13-Barrier Dam: This zone will trigger if the water rises too high on the barrier dam. The cause for this

is that the barrier dam is blocked by debris. An employee must remove the debris with a rake and open the
barrier dam gates to allow the debris to flow through.
Zone 14-Fire Alarm: This zone will trigger if the fire alarm is pulled. Employees should evacuate the build-

ing.
(

Zone 15-Empty: This zone is empty.
Zone 16-Empty: This zone is empty.

